
What school do you go to? What year are you?How would you describe the "vibe" from your peers? Is attendance required for lectures? If so, do they grant excuses reasonably? (mental health, health, weddings, conferences)Is administration proactive in making changes students want to see? 

    

2020. FIU Competitive, healthy No Yes!

4th year at Tulane Supportive within reason not required, required things are notified in advance with reasonable excuse policyyes

Albany Medical College Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Albany medical college ms4Supportive within reason Not required Yes

Albany Medical College, 2018Supportive within reason No Yes

Albany Medical College, MS2Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo YES very 

Albany Medical College. Alum '17Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo because that's retardedNo because they're fat cats

Albany, MS4 Supportive within reason Not required Absolutely 

Alfaisal College of Medicine Supportive within reason 75% attendance mandtory. Yes, reasonableMostly

Alfaisal University Competitive, healthy 75% attendance = 1. This multiplier is applied to your course grade. Excuses need to be taken up with the Dean. They are very reasonable about familly issues.Yes

Alpert Medical School of Brown University; MS3Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required Yes

Alpert Medical School, Class of 2018clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Yes, probably too much so

American university of antigua (Carib) 2ndclique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes, and no. any absence results in a letter from the dean in your fileNope

American University of the CaribbeanFamily like, supportive unconditionallyYes, but if you miss more than 20% of lectures for ANY reason you have to retake the course. Not quite. The logic behind certain decisions baffles me at times.

American university of the Caribbean school of medicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyYes, yes Yes

ATSU-SOMA, MS3 Supportive within reason Only required for select fewYes

AUC 2nd Family like, supportive unconditionallyYes only 80% attendance required Somewhat

AUC, 1st year resident clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes. 80% attendance is requiredAbsolutely not. 

AZCOM, 4th Competitive, healthy Mostly no, some yes Yes

BCM clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNot required for 95% unless there is a guest lecturer. Streaming is high quality. Twice per week they have mandatory small groups activities (learning physical exam skills, or PBL) or preceptor time that lasts a few hours. I hear they can be difficult to get some time off in clinics 4th year when interview season comes, otherwise there hasn't been any issues for most lectures or even my first couple core rotations.Not really, the administration is probably the weakest part of the school. 

Belgrade Faculty of Medicine (english studies), 3rd yearclique-y, like high school/middle schoolAttendance required, no excuses. You have to pay them if you missed classes. Nope, they don't give a fuck about what you think

Boston university Supportive within reason No Yes

Boston University M4 Competitive, healthy No Yes

Boston university school of medicine Supportive within reason Not required Kinda

BU clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo No

BU - M3 Competitive, healthy no no

BU, rising M-2 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolGenerally no, some lectures (i.e. patient panels) are mandatory; small groups generally mandatory; excuses on a case-by-case basisI think so; faculty often ask for student feedback via student advisory committees and occasional surveys

BUSM clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Somewhat

California Northstate University College of Medicine c/o 2019Supportive within reason Most lectures are not mandatory. For mandatory sessions, they are pretty reasonable with an excused absence, but the number of allowed excused absences is very limited.Yes and no. For the most part they are receptive.

California Northstate University COM - incoming M2Supportive within reason no they try decently hard

Campbell University School of Osteopathic Medicine, rising OMS-IIIFamily like, supportive unconditionally80% mandatory with a somewhat strict excuse policy.Yes definitely. They really do take the time to listen to their students. All first year students get lunch or breakfast with the dean at some point to voice concerns, in addition to class reps meeting with the dean every block.

Case Western, M3 Competitive, healthy Mostly no, excuses are ok Yes

ccom m4 Supportive within reason sometimes; yes Not too sure

Chicago Medical School at RFUMSCompetitive, healthy Not Required Yes

CNUCOM Supportive within reason No No

Columbia P&S Supportive within reason No!! All recorded!! Small changes yes, large changes the administration is sluggish 

COMP-NW, 2nd year Supportive within reason No Yes and no

Cooper Medical School of Rowan University, M1Supportive within reason It's not required for lectures, but is required for 2 classes and certain labs. They are fairly free about granting excuses, although some people complain they are asked for documentation or a more "valid" excuse while others are not. They tell us they are, they tell us they want to hear from us. But everything goes to committee and not many or any changes requested this year have been implemented, from what I can tell. 

Creighton M4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Mostly

Creighton University, M4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyno - all lectures are recorded. Small group sessions usually 1x/week that are required, excuses are granted reasonablyyes! we fill out evaluations for every single class, rotation, and lecturer and the administration has made changes based on student feedback

Creighton, M3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyno somewhat

Des Moines University Family like, supportive unconditionallyMostly no Mostly no



Des Moines University, Rising OMS-2Supportive within reason Not required except for OMM & clinicals labs (obviously exams & grand rounds are taken for points)Kind of in the middle, new Dean of Students and he is making big changes - push more towards "professionalism"

Drexel m4 Supportive within reason Not required Sometimes

Duke University School Of MedicineSupportive within reason Some lectures. Reasonable excuses granted.From year to year, yes. Curriculum is constantly developing

Duke University School of Medicine MS2 (rotations year)Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot first year for most things. Practice or Clinical Skills sessions are, and individual clerkships may have required attendance, but they're reasonable about missing for reasonable excuses.Almost compulsively or hyperactively, sometimes swinging too far in an opposite direction, but generally yes, very proactive.

Dundee clique-y, like high school/middle school

Eastern Virginia Medical SchoolFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo, no Yes

Eastern Virginia Medical Schoolclique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes, yes Hell no

Edward Via - Osteopathic - VA CampusFamily like, supportive unconditionally 80% Not really. The admin likes their select few students and cater to them. They may listen and change things if enough students complain. 

Einstein Supportive within reason no yes

Erasmus University RotterdamFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo Sometimes

EVMS, M2 Supportive within reason No Yes

Feinburg m3 Competitive, healthy No Yes

FIU HWCOM M3 Supportive within reason No Yes

Florida Atlantic University, M3Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo for sciences, yes for clinical lectures. Excuses are usually grantedYes. They beg for our feedback so much it is almost annoying and they will update curriculum /lecture styles mid course in response to feedback

Florida State University Family like, supportive unconditionallyRarely Sometimes

FSU Supportive within reason No No

GCSOM Supportive within reason Required for some lectures (~1/week) Somewhat

Geisinger Commonwealth m2clique-y, like high school/middle schoolSome but not all. Excuses are reasonably granted Proactive? No. They are very reactive and only respond to an entire class telling them things need to change. Student Affairs staff is great but the majority of upper admin seems like it's my way or the highway 

Geisinger Commonwealth School of MedicineSupportive within reason Varies.  It can be strict depending upon the class/lectureNo

Geisinger Commonwealth SOMclique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo, no Absolutely not

Georgetown. M2 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required I'd say yes but they are slow like most schools

Harvard Medical School Competitive, healthy lol lol

Harvard Medical School 2020Family like, supportive unconditionallyRequired, understanding absence policyYes, active dialogue

Hofstra, 4th year clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes. Yes. Yes. 

Hofstra, M3 competitive, malicious No

Hofstra. MS3 Supportive within reason No Yes

Hogwarts competitive, malicious Yes, it's absurd, the only time someone got out of attending was when their parents were cruciate'd by the death eaters, but even he only got one dayIt definitely makes changes, not always for the better. For example, we haven't had the same pathology professor in years, every year theres a new one

Howard University College of Medicine - 2nd yearSupportive within reason No. But there is a lecture on Tuesday afternoons where attendance is taken. And we do have small group lectures, anatomy labs, and histology labs where attendance is takenSomewhat

Howard University College of Medicine, 2nd YearFamily like, supportive unconditionallyAttendance not required Somewhat

Indiana university clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes. Yes. No

Indiana University School of Medicine. Class of 2020Supportive within reason Not anymore Yes, recently. 

Indiana University SOM/MS4clique-y, like high school/middle schoolSome. Depends on campusNot at all

Indiana University, 3rd yearclique-y, like high school/middle schoolno no

Indiana University, MS3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot sure, curriculum changed. Not required when I was MS1/MS2.Yes.

Indiana University, MS4 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolAttendance was not required for my year, however the curriculum changed and now I believe it isSometimes they try, sometimes it really feels like they don't. But good stuff has happened too (adding days off between rotations starting with my class, adding a psychiatrist)

Iowa, M2 Supportive within reason Yes, yes Not really

Iowa, PGY2 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes. Yes. Yes

Jagiellonian University Family like, supportive unconditionallyOnly some courses. And yes. Not really. 

Jefferson M-2 Supportive within reason Not required Somewhat, some changes are made but unclear how much input they take from actual students

Jefferson Medical College 2020clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Within reason

Jefferson MS3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo No

Johns Hopkins Competitive, healthy Lectures optional but small groups mandatoryHaha

Johns Hopkins Supportive within reason No – 80% attendance required for lectures w/ visiting patients, histo lab, TBL groups, etc. which are held anywhere from 2-4 days a weekSometimes, but those venerable old famous professors with nonsensical demands do hold way more clout than the student body :( 

Johns Hopkins; MS4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyI think this changed recently; lectures themselves are not required, but small group activities are, with exceptions for sickness and conferences with advanced approval. Before, we could miss 20% of small groups no questions askedNot super proactive

Kansas City University clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo. They threaten to not post recordings when attendence is low, but i dont think its ever happened.Not at all

KCOM Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

KCUMB MS4 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNope No

Keck (USC), MS4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyRarely, yes Yes

Keck School of Medicine of USCSupportive within reason Mostly not required, though they sometimes get a little picky about this. Generally excuse reasonably.Actually yes. 

Keck SOM @ USC Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo To some extent

Le Reddit army competitive, malicious Yes No

LECOM 3rd year clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes, they rarely grant excusesno

lecom bradenton Competitive, healthy yes, yes no



LECOM Erie Supportive within reason Yes, unsure Unsure

LECOM, MS3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyyes lolnope

Liberty University College of Osteopathic MedicineCompetitive, healthy No Yes

Liberty University COM Family like, supportive unconditionallyno Yes

LMU DCOM Supportive within reason No No

LMU-DCOM 3rd clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo No 

LMU-DCOM OMS-III clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo No

Loma Linda 2020 Supportive within reason "Technically" yes but roll is not taken. No recorded lectures thoughNot really...they act like they are but so far none of the things our class has complained about has actually been put into action

Loma Linda MS3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyYeah sometimes, yes for mental health etc.Sorta, wish they'd implement more recordings for lecture, otherwise they are supportive

Loma Linda SOM, MS4 Supportive within reason Attendance "required" for first two years although people stopped going to lecture by 2nd year usually. I usually barely go to lecture and do my own studying. Lectures were ok, some good some ok, coulda been better. People mostly studied off the powerpoints/lecture notes. Mental health counseling is available so thats a plusMostly yes-- they are supportive towards student well being and truly want students to succeed which is great! Although there are things I wish they'd change about the curriculum like having lectures recorded more and better profs..

Loma Linda university Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required No

Loma Linda University; MS2Supportive within reason Not *required,* but they're not recorded either... for the required activities, excuses are granted for legitimate reasons. No

Loma Linda, graduated (attending)Supportive within reason No not required though well-attendedYes

Loma Linda, incoming MS2Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo no

Loma Linda, MS3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot in first and second yearNo, very slow to make changes to teachers

LSU New Orleans Supportive within reason No attendance, all lectures are recordedReasonably

LSUHSC New Orleans, MS3Supportive within reason Some classes are required, some give bonus points for attendance throughout the semester. Recent curriculum change so I'm not 100% sure. The administration is slow to make changes. They don't necessarily adapt to students requests.

M-1 USCSOM clique-y, like high school/middle schoolJust for labs, and excuses can be madeNo

M1 Weill Cornell competitive, malicious

M2 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNot for lectures. Some for mandatory events. Everything is recorded though. Absolutely not but they sure think they are. 

M2 at USCSOMG Competitive, healthy No Fairly 

M2, Medical College of WisconsinFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNope, all recorded thank godNo

M3 Ohio State Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required; absence for mandatory things granted within reasonFor the most part

Mayo Family like, supportive unconditionallyyes, yes yes

Mayo 2019 Family like, supportive unconditionallyYes, sometimes No

MCG, M3 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolnot required yes

McGill Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required for lectures. Required for small group. Very generous abscence policy.Yes

MCW rising m2 Supportive within reason no, and for other required sessions (~4 hrs/week) they grant excuses reasonably4/10

MCW, M2 Supportive within reason No For non-academic things, VERY. For academic things, not at all.

Medical College of GeorgiaCompetitive, healthy Nope. yes 150%

Medical college of Georgia, class of 2018Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo As far as I know

Medical College of Georgia; M4Supportive within reason no for the most part

Medical College Of Wisconsinclique-y, like high school/middle schoolMost of the time no, and they do grant excusesno

Medical College of Wisconsin, graduated 2010Supportive within reason less than 20% of sessions were requiredadmin gonna admin, but there weren't any major problems to address

Mercer. MS1. clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes. Excused absences are unheard of. Hell no. 

Michigan State University College of Human MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNot required for us, but they recently changed the curriculum to a lot of required events. Yes

michigan state university college of osteopathic medicineSupportive within reason for some lectures sometimes

Midwestern University - AZCOM  2017Supportive within reason No Yes

Midwestern University CCOM MS3clique-y, like high school/middle schoolSome, not sure but I think they would grant excusesThey say they do but not really, our curriculum is very poorly structured and archaic. Traditional curriculum with over 70 exams/year and grades are not only A, B, C, but they add plus minuses so in order to actually get an A you need a 93% in the class (A- is 90-92), this makes for a very stressful life and difficult to get high ranking in class.

Monash University 2nd YearSupportive within reason No No

Monash University 2nd YearSupportive within reason No No

MS1 - PCOM clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNope Within reason

MS3 at KU Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

MS4 at the University of WashingtonSupportive within reason Not mandatory Yes

MSUCOM Family like, supportive unconditionallyMajority not required. Can get excused absences within reasonNot as much as we would like 

MUA pgy1 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes No

MUSC 2nd year clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Sometimes 

MUSOM 2019 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

NEOMED, M2 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo No

NEOMED. MS-3 Supportive within reason Attendance is usually not mandatory, besides Spring MS-1Not at all

New York Medical College Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required Yes

New York Medical College, M4Family like, supportive unconditionallyFor labs and small group sessions, but most lectures are skippable and there is no penalty. Faculty is very supportive of mental health, health, and family emergencies, but not as much weddings/conferences if it's something mandatory7/10

Njms. 4th. Supportive within reason No 50/50

Northeast Ohio Medical UniversitySupportive within reason Required for some lectures

Northeast Ohio Medical University, M2clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo, only select labs and classesThey claim thry are, but changes are often ill-implemented



Northwestern M4 Supportive within reason Yes and usually Yes, but slowly

Nova Southeastern University College of Osteopathic Medicine clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo. Lectures are recorded No, they are reactive. We bitch and bitch about things for years and sometimes they fix it slightly, sometimes they make it worse, sometimes they don't do anything.

nyit com clique-y, like high school/middle schoolno yes

NYITCOM clique-y, like high school/middle schoolWas not mandatory for my class, was mandatory for the incoming class after me for about 6 months then they made it not mandatory for them.. no idea if that will continueNO, they are proactive in telling us the changes they have made regardless of our feedback explicitly disagreeing with their direction

NYU Supportive within reason Attendance is not required for most lectures, they are reasonable about excuses for the rare mandatory ones Yes, they are very responsive 

NYUSOM class of 2019 (MS3)Competitive, healthy No attendance required for most lectures.To the extent that it is possible, yes.

Ohio State - Graduated 2 years agoSupportive within reason Not for the vast majority. They're recorded and posted online same dayYes, in reason. 

Ohio State, PGY-1 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolAttendance required about 25% of preclinical years, clinical years depends on rotation, excuses are grantedyes for the most part

Ohio university heritage college of Osteopathic medicineclique-y, like high school/middle schoolUsually required once a week or so for a couple hours. But second year there was rarely a day I didn't have to go in for an hour (which sucked, living 30 minutes off campus)Maybe? We tried to talk to them all the time about putting all mandatory stuff on a couple of days a week instead of spreading it out. They didnt really do anything now a out it.

Ohio University Heritage College of Osteopathic Medicine, MS4Family like, supportive unconditionallyno They pretend to be

OHSU MS1 Supportive within reason No No

OHSU, MS2 Competitive, healthy Not very mandatory, sometimes we have some but usually not mandatory. Mental health yeahNo, I wish the faculty were more supportive and had better advisors... they don't really look out for students as much as I'd hoped

Oklahoma State University College of Osteopathic Medicine; MS-2clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo No

OU School of Community MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNot required. Case by case basis for excuses. Constant student feedback - long implementation process for larger changes. 

Oucom Competitive, healthy No No

OUWB M3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyYes Sometimes

OUWB, 4th year Supportive within reason 70% attendance for honors eligibilityyes

PCOM 1st year Supportive within reason Attendance isn't required for lecture, however there are occasional mandatory lectures each term. My school records lectures, which are posted online every day. Some people opt to exclusively watch the online lectures rather than attending them in person. Yes 

Penn State Supportive within reason No Yes

Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine Supportive within reason No No

Ponce Health Sciences University School of Medicine, MS-3clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes; Yes No

Quillen College of MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo No

Ross University Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Rowan SOM - 2nd clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes, for many classes. Excused absences are difficult to obtain.NO

Rowan SOM - 4th year Supportive within reason Only during a few blocks per year + once a week for OMMYes

RUSH Supportive within reason Only small groups required attendance with reasonable excuses accepted . Although will probably change with curriculum changes in the fall. Theyre doing "flipped classroom" so sounds like less required lectures and many more required small groups.Yes, students on many faculty commitees with active roles.

Rush Medical College Supportive within reason No Yes

Rush Medical College response removed response removed response removed

Rush, M2 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo, and everything is recorded.They're in the process of rolling out a new curriculum that's pretty unpopular, but in general they are receptive to feedback.. 

Rush. M4. clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNope! No.

Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Supportive within reason No Mostly, yes

RVU Competitive, healthy No Depends; they rarely change the class schedule, even if there is broad student support but admins are open about most other things. 

RWJMS Supportive within reason Occasional preclinical, always clinical; great absence policiesYes - maybe backfires sometimes but they try hard to keep improving.

RWJMS clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNot required Sometimes

Saint Louis University Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Saint Louis University Supportive within reason Not required Yes

Saint Louis University M3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot Required Under Dr. Slavin's leadership it was; it remains to be seen with new leadership in place now.

Saint Louis University School of MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNot required. Required attendance small groups are maybe biweekly in the first 2 years and can be made up.Yes.

Saint Louis University SOM M2Competitive, healthy Some are stated required, but you are always allowed to miss them for really any reason you want, like just feeling exhausted and want a breakYes

Saint Louis University, MS3Family like, supportive unconditionallyonly some. most are recorded on Tegrityto a certain extent, course directors are usually pretty open to changes

Sidney Kimmel Medical collegeSupportive within reason Naw Somewhat

Sidney Kimmel Medical College at Thomas Jefferson University Class of 2019 (MS-3)Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required for lectures. Yes.

SIU School of Medicine clique-y, like high school/middle schoolM1 - like college, you'd better be there. M2 - never wentYes, they are amazing about this. In situations where they can't make a change, they always provide explanations, so at least there's that mutual respect there.

SLU M4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo They were until they fucking fired Dr. Slavin, now who knows

SLU M4 Supportive within reason Very few required, if required can be excusedSometimes

Southern Illinois University School of MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Southern Illinois, M2 Family like, supportive unconditionallyAbout 50%; yes Yes

Spammmmmm Competitive, healthy THIS IS NOT A GOOD WAY TO COLLEXT DATAQqqwaw

St. george's university  (caribbean)clique-y, like high school/middle schoolrequired, it's not easy getting an approved excuse and some departments will still mess with you even if you have oneno. 

St. George's University. M3Family like, supportive unconditionallyYes. Yes. No

Stony Brook clique-y, like high school/middle schoolSometimes required, depends on the course - it's usually a clicker session that's required or small group that's required attendance. Sometimes there are mandatory lectures which is just a pain (this applies for our Biostats/Epi/Behavioral science course, and some courses in Endo/Repro. They grant religious excuses and medical reasons, sometimes weddings (most of the time - some friends have made up religious excuses instead), yes to conferences)Not particularly - they're usually "open" to listening but they don't do anything about the policy/curricular changes until a year or two later

Stritch School of Medicine - Loyola University of ChicagoSupportive within reason no requirements somewhat

Stritch School of Medicine (Loyola). MS2Family like, supportive unconditionallyMost lectures (95%) are not requiredFor the most part, you might need to get on their case about it more than once though.

SUNY Downstate Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo. But there are required small group thingsThe faculty (ie curriculum stuff, etc) are incredibly responsive. The support admin is a little harder to work with

SUNY Downstate Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required Yes



SUNY DOWNSTATE MS2competitive, malicious Attendance for lectures isn't required. 2 reasonable absences allowed per unit/module. No. 

SUNY Upstate Supportive within reason No for science lectures, yes for accessory classes

SUNY Upstate - M3 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolRarely, but the administration is getting upset with poor attendance numbers They at least pretend to be

TCOM 2020 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

TCOM 3rd year Supportive within reason Not required if no quiz- attendance policy subject to change in upcoming yearsVery

Temple Family like, supportive unconditionallyOnly workshops are officially required but if you don't go nothing actually happensYes

Temple 4th year Supportive within reason Lectures do not require attendance, small group sessions doYes

Temple M2 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo - just for CBL and twice weekly Doctoring activities/lectures. 2 absences allowed per block (per year for Doctoring), administration is very understanding and reasonable for more serious stuff. Somewhat - they hold monthly open lunches with the Deans and have implemented some changes that were requested. 

Temple Med M3 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo except for doctoring (mondays 1-2 or 1-3)Yes

Temple, 3rd year Competitive, healthy No, attendance is optional Yes. Students have input on curriculum from day 1 and these suggestions are taken seriously. 

Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine; M3Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Texas Tech Lubbock Supportive within reason nah very much so

Texas Tech University Health Science Center, 2021clique-y, like high school/middle schoolno no

Texas Tech University Health Science Center, MS3Supportive within reason Required in anatomy, then mostly optional with few mandatory Yes! Arguably they change things too fast... The upper class changes things for the lower class and those changes have pros and cons

Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, entering MS2 yearSupportive within reason Not for general lectures, some events are mandatory but will grant excuses within reasonGenerally; we complete surveys every unit

Texas Tech University Lubbock; MS1Supportive within reason No Yes

The Commonwealth Medical College AKA Geisinger Commonwealth School of MedicineSupportive within reason Variable No. Administration is a bunch of misguided fools. Although they are incompetent, they are generally not malignant.

The George Washington UniversitySupportive within reason majority of lectures aren't requiredmoderately

The Ohio State University, graduated between 5 and 10 years agoCompetitive, healthy Only for small group sessions; lecture is recorded and available onlineWithin reason, it seemed like some students campaigned for unreasonable/unrealistic things

The problem with google docs surveys like this is that you can submit the same answer multiple times competitive, malicious Is that people can submit anIdentical answers 

Thomas Jefferson University 2020Supportive within reason No Yes

Touro CA (TUCOM) - M2 Supportive within reason Some (most are not); yes Sometimes

Touro CA 3rd year Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo More or less. Have meetings to gather student input and really tell us their decision making process. 

Touro California- recent gradSupportive within reason no It is a slow process but it does happen. For example we finally got video lectures after it was promised for four years in a row. 

Touro NV M2 Family like, supportive unconditionally15% required. I went maybe once a weekYes if it's something small or cheap

Touro NY 3rd year clique-y, like high school/middle schoolMandatory attendance. Lose marks if you miss class.Lmao, no

Touro University Nevada COMSupportive within reason Yes and no. They are starting to require more and more attendance, the new dean is very pro attendance. Hard to get excused absences. Hell no. It feels like the school is actively working against us.

Tufts Family like, supportive unconditionallyOnly certain lectures are mandatory, with excuses acceptedSomewhat

Tufts Supportive within reason No Sometimes

Tufts Medical School, M4 Competitive, healthy Not required Yes

Tulane , MS4 Supportive within reason No Yes

Tulane 2017 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot for most things, some required TBL and PBL like things Sometimes

Tulane 3rd year Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Administration makes many changes, often times based around student feedback. Sometimes it helps, often times they move too quickly and changes are ineffective or poorly implemented for the first year or so before you see positive change.

U minnesota Supportive within reason no sort of, not really

U of AZ Tucson, MS3(beginning)Supportive within reason Nope; very little required stuff first two yrsDepends on how easy it is for them. They try to make curriculum changes quickly

U of Buffalo, m4 Supportive within reason no they try, not great but do listen

U of Cincinnati Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo (well mostly, maybe 1 a week required- easily excused for important things)Absolutely

UAB, MSTP MD/PhD Competitive, healthy No attendance required for lectures, small groups mandatoryYes, very active. 

UAMS clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo, No, though they aren't as bad as I'd expect 

UAMS M2 Supportive within reason Non required Yes (student liaison committee, etc.)

UAMS-Arkansas Supportive within reason Nope Surprising yes

UC Davis, MS2 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo, although attendance is required for about 5% of lecturesYes

UC San Diego clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Not really

UConn MD/PhD G1 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNow a TBL curriculum with no lectures, but ive never had a problem getting reasonable excused absencesFairly

Uconn, M2 (first of the new curriculum)Family like, supportive unconditionallyRequired, yes they grant reasonable excusesyes, once we bug them

UCSD MS3 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Will make irrelevant changes, but when shit is really important (ie tuition for last term of MS4) admin has to be aggressively pushed to consider med student input

UCSF MS4 Supportive within reason no Yes. SF is a proactive city in general. I couldn't imagine the school not being receptive

UIC-Chicago clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo No

UIowa CCOM; 2nd Supportive within reason No Yes, for the most part

UIWSOM  incoming ms1 competitive, malicious Yes and I'm not sure yet No

ULSOM M4 Supportive within reason Not required. Most lectures are recordedYes

ULSOM MS3 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolSome attendance required but typically not requiredYes and no. They take feedback but any changes are implemented for future years. 

UMass, MS3 Supportive within reason Not required Yes

UMKC 6 year program, year 6Supportive within reason Not required Somewhat, but wish it was quicker

UNC, MS2 Supportive within reason No-- but for required small groups, they grant excuses for anything reasonable Absolutely. Every year lots of changes brought about



Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara M4clique-y, like high school/middle schoolAttendance mandatory. Your friends can sign you in sometimes. It seems like it. 

University at Buffalo, 2018 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo, attendance is not required for lectures, just for small groups/labs/etc. Students are excused within reason.Yes

University Kentucky m4 Competitive, healthy No Sometimes

University of Alberta (Canada), entering MS3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo, only select lectures. Generally very good with granting absencesYes, very receptive to feedback 

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 2018Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, M3Supportive within reason No (and all recorded), but attendance is required at TBL for 3 hours ~weekly and a clinical skills ("Practice of Medicine") session also approximately weeklyNo; they give lip service but are reluctant to accommodate change, even when using the "official" proper channels (ie, student curriculum representative)

University of Arkansas School of MedicineSupportive within reason Not required Yes

University of Central FloridaFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo Very much so

University of Central Florida, 4th yearSupportive within reason For some lectures/activities. Reasonable excuses grantedProactive- NO. Reactive- YES! Our school is very responsive to feedback we give in surveys/on committess. 

University of cincinnati college of medicine clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Yes

University of Colorado Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

University of Colorado clique-y, like high school/middle schoolLecture not required, but attendance to small groups is. Small groups, problem based learning, or anything related to the course named foundations of doctoring is required. Small groups make up about one half of the curriculum, so one half of classes have required attendance. Sometimes yes, sometimes no, 40:60 split

University of Florida Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes absolutely

University of Hawaii clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Yes

University of Illinois at Chicagoclique-y, like high school/middle schoolSome mandatory lectures. Yes

University of Illinois at Chicagoclique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Somewhat

University of Illinois College of Medicine - PeoriaSupportive within reason Large group lectures: not required. Labs, small groups, etc: required. Preclinical attendance policy was reasonable.No.

University of Iowa Family like, supportive unconditionallyyes, not really For the most part

University of Kansas Medical Center Supportive within reason Yes Yes

University of Kansas, M2 Supportive within reason No Yes

University of Liverpool Family like, supportive unconditionallySomewhat - they scan random lectures to check attendance (roughly 10% of them). However excuses are accepted and you can miss up to 10 scanned sessions without issue. It's also pretty easy to guess when they'd scan, especially if nobody turned up to a lecture the day before.Yes but it mainly affects the following year

University of Liverpool, Uk Yr 3clique-y, like high school/middle schoolMandatory attendance, very little leeway with absences, which infantilizes the studentsYes. 

University of Maryland Supportive within reason "Lectures" (2 hours daily) are optional, but "small group" (2 hours daily) are requiredSometimes

University of Michigan Supportive within reason Not required Yes

University of Michigan, M4 Competitive, healthy No Yes

University of Missouri - Columbia, M2Supportive within reason No Pretty good, reasonable I think. 

University of New Mexico School of Medicine MS2019competitive, malicious  Not required. Yes.

University of Oklahoma, MS4Supportive within reason Not required after first few coursesYes, very much so

University of Pennsylvania - rising MS2clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Not sure. Our class really wanted P/F curriculum for the 2nd and 3rd semesters (our pre-clinic is 1.5 years with only the first semester P/F), but the admin wouldn't listen to us. It seems only after the fiasco of what was going to be a low-yeild matriculation turnout for the incoming class is the admin seriously considering changing our pre-clinics to all P/F. There is a vote this fall (idk how that's going to work), but it won't affect my class if it's changed to P/F :/

University of Pennsylvania - rising MS2

University of Pittsburgh SOM, MS3Competitive, healthy Not during MS1/2.  Vacation policy during clerkships varies widely depending on rotation/attending.Yes, sometimes too much so (meaning that they will change the curriculum so frequently that there isn't time to work out the problems before changing it again.  It also makes it tough to get advice from older students, since the curriculum was different when they took it).

University of Puerto Rico SOM. MS4.Supportive within reason "Required" with no real issue if you do not go.Yes.

University of Queensland Supportive within reason No Yes

University of queensland Competitive, healthy No No

University of Queensland, Australiaclique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo attendance required. School focusses on VOPPs and online content, as opposed to delivering in-person. Pathology was delivered as "flipped-classroom", basically we do the content prior and discuss. Not as cool as it may soundNo

University of South Florida, MS3Supportive within reason No for MS 1 and 2, yes for MS 3 and 4NO!!!

University of Sydney, Year 4clique-y, like high school/middle schoolno no

University of Tennessee Health Science CenterSupportive within reason Most lectures not required. Estimate 10% requiredyes

University of Texas Medical Branch, MS2Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required Administration is sometimes just out of touch. They try to make changes when enough complaints file in.

university of toledo Supportive within reason not required fairly, they listen but lack follow through

University of Toledo Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required Yes

University of Utah Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

University of Utah, MS3 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo required attendance (ended last year)Yes! They are super responsive :) you can always find someone willing to listen to your complaints and help modify situations within reason

University of Utah, MS3 Supportive within reason Not required Yes, within reason

University of Vermont Larner College of Medicine, M2Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo, but for some group activities totaling 6 hours per week or so. Very understanding of missing these requirements if life happens. Yes 

University of Virginia Family like, supportive unconditionallyVery few required; yes excuses granted Yes 

University of Washington Family like, supportive unconditionallyno yes in spirit, but not always effective

University of Washington School of Medicine, Risign MS2Family like, supportive unconditionallyYes. Get mad at you for missing even for doctor's appointments. Conferences, weddings explicitly not allowedNo.

University of Western Ontario (London, Ontario, Canada). M3 (soon-to-be M4)Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

University of Wisconsin, M3Competitive, healthy Not required Yes

Unm Som ms3 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot usually. Iffy on granting excusesYes

unmc clique-y, like high school/middle schoolno not at all

Unrsom Supportive within reason Yes Yes

UPenn, MS4 Competitive, healthy No required attendance. Reasonable excuses granted for absences.Somewhat

Upstate Medical UniversitySupportive within reason Not required Yes



Upstate MS2 Supportive within reason No Yes 

USF 2nd year Competitive, healthy Not required They try but mostly fail

USUHS - 2017 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNon-mandatory for most, recordedHoly shit yes

UT Health San Antonio. MS2clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNot required for most lectures, absences givenYes, relatively proactive. They collect feedback from students often and try to act on it

UT Houston (McGovern), Class of 2019Competitive, healthy Nope They're willing to listen. Minor changes have been made based on feedback.

UT Houston McGovern Medical SchoolSupportive within reason No When it is within reason

UTHouston, MS4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNot required No

Uthscsa Supportive within reason A small number of lectures are required Not really

Utmb MS1 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Yes

UTMB, MS-2 clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo, but small group is mandatory. We have a "3 absence rule" that has historically been abused by students as "3 off days" but they're cracking down on that now.Not really.

Utsw 2019 Competitive, healthy No No

UTSW 2nd Supportive within reason No Yes

UVA Family like, supportive unconditionallyNO! YES. Sometimes it takes a bit longer than we hoped but yes.

UVA, ms4 Family like, supportive unconditionallyA minority required and yesyes

Uvm. Ms2 Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Vanderbilt Family like, supportive unconditionallyDepends on the session, but reasonableYes

VCOM-Auburn (Edward Via Osteopathic, Second YearSupportive within reason Required, but lots of skip days availableYes

VCOM-Auburn: 2nd Supportive within reason Yes - can miss 20% of "half days" AKA 22 mornings of class.Yes

VCOM-Carolinas ; OMS-IVclique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes; excuses are allowed for labs onlyNo, it's VCOM's way or no way

VCU - M3 Supportive within reason Attendance not required for the majority of lectures, unless there is a graded or group activity which is made known well in advanceMostly. They are earnest about wanting to improve aspects of our course blocks. However, we have had a few security incidents that have been addressed with inadequate follow-up.

VCU 2017 Competitive, healthy no yes

VCU M3 Competitive, healthy Some - yes Yes

Virginia Tech Carilion

Virginia Tech Carilion (just graduated)Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Generally yes

Wake Forest. 4th year. Family like, supportive unconditionallyNo Not really

Washington University School of Medicine (Wash U), M4clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNot required aside from certain ones (e.g. Patient to be interviewed)Yes within reason, and slowly

WashU Family like, supportive unconditionallyOnly patient presentations / LCME required stuff / and excuses granted. Totally cool with moving exams too.Yes - our school isn't perfect but we just were able to move classes to view a solar eclipse. We're redoing a class. Administration very pro-active.

Wayne M2 Supportive within reason no yes, reasonably

Wayne State Competitive, healthy No, mostly. 

Wayne state University, M4Competitive, healthy lectures not required Yes, recently changed preclinical years to pass/fail

Wayne State, M2 Supportive within reason No Yes

Wayne State, M3 Supportive within reason No No

West Virginia School of Osteopathic MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo Yes

Western University COMP NWFamily like, supportive unconditionallyMost classes are not mandatory. Easy to get time off requests. Not as much as we would like but they definitely try. Good example: for our neuro course, there were only 2 exams plus one take home that was worth very little. We hated that set up and now the neuro course has 3 regular exams. Also, biostats was taught in a really weird random way throughout the year. We complained and now it's a one week course. 

Western University of Health Sciences COMP-NWFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo, all lectures recorded, can watch at home.Somewhat, we are hindered by our "sister campus" in Pomona

WesternU COMP-Northwest, 2017 gradFamily like, supportive unconditionallyNo (except for Osteopathic and clinical med class)Yes

Wright State University Boonshoft School of MedicineFamily like, supportive unconditionallyno yes

WVSOM 2018 Family like, supportive unconditionallySome, yes

WVSOM, M4 Supportive within reason Attendance not required for most lectures. They do grant excuses reasonably for the ones required, but I think you have to complete make-up assignments.For the most part.

WVU - starting 3rd Supportive within reason No Yes

Yale 2019 Supportive within reason No Meh...

Yale, MS2 Supportive within reason Nope Seems like it

Zaporozhye State Medical University. 5th year. competitive, malicious Yes. Yes. No. 



clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNot required TBD

Supportive within reason No No

clique-y, like high school/middle schoolYes No

Competitive, healthy No No

clique-y, like high school/middle schoolNo Occasionally 

Supportive within reason no sort of

Competitive, healthy

clique-y, like high school/middle school



What academic resources do they provide for you? Uworld, firecracker, etc.Would you recommend? What kind of person is this school best suited for?Anything else you want to share about your school?

  

None Yes! Definitely laid back people, work hard play hard kinda deal. Nope.

None, mostly advice on weekday resources to use. Laid back. We are very disorganized but accomadating and friendly. Many older and nontraditional students. Very supportive atmosphere. 

Discounted materials Highly recommended The only M.D. school I'd apply to again if I was forced to.

Free nbme self exams for ms4,  traveling education specialist we can work with to improve study habits,  1 free nbme self exam for step 1 study periodYes Expensive school but very supportive administrative task,  4th year is annoying because step 2 CS and ck are required by Sept so not early match friendly.  If you want to delay it you'll have to petition.  I succeeded but it wasn't without some effort

None, but get group discounts on some thjbgsYes. Self-starters do well as it is not as highly ranked.  Not very good research opportunities. 

Uworld Non-compepetitive students. I love it here and I love that the class is close and supportive.The administration is full of absolute sweethearts. Since we are ONLY a medical school (with a tiny PA and CRNA program) and not part of a major university, they really take care of us since we are all they have. The deans know your name, say hi and listen. If we ask for reasonable changes to be made, they are either made, or we are given an in-depth reason as to why they can't

lol wut Yes absolutely! We da best

Practice NBME / USMLE plus clinical stuff like UpToDateYes. A laid back friendly person who cares about clinical skill

None Average Some of the hospitals the clinical are at suck. They work you like donkeys

Neither Better than average student. Will do well if they are even moderately social. The student community is pretty inclusive for the most part. The administration is generally supportive.A very good school for Saudi Arabia. 12 weeks off in summer, great time for US research or electives in 4th and 5th years. 

None? I wish the preclinical curriculum were stronger.  I wish our step scores were better.

None Yes

BRS, Kaplan lecture notes no one. It sucks but i knew that coming into a carib school. Taught horribly, all self learning and errors are common in lecture. Guest lecturers for lots of topics who claim they write our block questions but its usually the department chair who's ideas of what was taught isnt actually what was taught 

Uworld, Osmosis, Becker ONLY go here if you have no other hope at medical school. DO over any Caribbean school any day of the week.

Osmosis, firecracker Older medical students 

Kaplan Yes, suited for people adaptable to change

Uworld and Becker Yes, all types of prople very diverse The beaches are awesome but you never have time

UWorld discount. Free Kaplan books for Step 1. Free lectures by the Kaplan pharm guy that people love. If you want to go into FM, IM, or Peds and cannot get into DO schools, gamble on yourself and take the plundge to St. Maarten. If you have any doubt that you'll be able to make it through, I wouldn't take the risk. If you want any sort of competitive specialty (plastics, derm, ortho, ENT, ophthal, rad-onc), I would 100% avoid AUC. The "kinda competitive specialties (psych, neuro, general radiology, anesthesia, PMR) are still within reach, but the odds are stacked against you and you need to be OK with that going in. If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

Besides uptodate and some textbooks (LOL), nothingYeah sure. Best suited for somebody who can do a lot of independent research in pretty much every step of the med school --> residency processThe cafeteria food sucks imo

They've just recently started providing resources to students based on your year. First years get first aid, second years get Uworld, third years get something too but not sure. A few years ago they supposedly gave the students iPads so maybe they change it up frequently. Great school overall, I would choose this place again. I have not felt the negativity at my school that seems to be so prevalent throughout reddit. At least not so far. The classes are super cliquey so you are likely to find yourself close to a smallish tight knit group of friends (I don't feel like anyone is excluded though), however, the entire class works together to share resources and study guides like crazy.The school, the students and the faculty are ultra ultra liberal. Despite being in Texas, most conservatives in my class feel pressured to stay silent or risk being alienated/persecuted at any turn. Lecturers will frequently talk badly about republicans and even allude to republicans as unintelligent and terrible people. I found this to be incredibly inappropriate and it has been pervasive throughout the schooling here. That being said it is still totally doable, just be mindful, be careful and find your niche. Don't let the crazy liberals here scare you away from an otherwise strong educational experience.

what? That should be an answerIf you don't have a lot of money, Serbia is cheap. Despite all the shit, you've got american books and degree is recognised. 

Nbme vouchers. Dedicated help w scheduling exams and such by the office of academic enhancement.Yea. Relaxed, sociable, and ambitious folk.

Yup

Uworld discount I would recommend

No No No

lectures only Competitive and uptight, but outwardly friendly. Not accepted to Harvard, but wants to live in Boston.

N/A If you love working with the medically underserved and enjoy public health, this is the place to be. Overall, yes, I reccomend.

None Id recommend, its a good school overall. Just not much support. 

UWorld, USMLE-Rx package (Express videos, Flash Facts, USMLE-Rx)Yes I would recommend. I think our school is best for people who are self-motivated and can learn independently.

uptodate, bates, lots of text books i never openedyes, for self-directed learners, those who want early clinical experiencenew school so lots of pressure from administration to study for boards

COMBANK question bank and Kaplan resources including an in person board prep classWould 100% recommend CUSOM!! It is one big family here. Although it is a Christian school, I'm not religious and I've never felt out of place or uncomfortable. I find the perspective important especially in the south. Don't be deterred by it's Christian message - it's very inclusive to people of all religious backgrounds!

DIT Yes, people who are ambitious but still know how to have funLots of free time first two years wow

Uworld It's expensive

UWorld, Firecracker Yes

People that wish to stay in CA

No official ones but there are multiple professional-level student-made resources passed down every yearI would definitely recommend P&S if you're an outgoing person. It's not very conducive to quiet reserved students.It's terribly disorganized. The Pre-clinical lectures are aost universally awful and you end up teaching yourself most stuff

Kaplan Q-bank for Step 1 and COMLEXYes, best for those from the area, those with families, those who are not extremely competitive. Not super transparent. Sometimes issues with our main campus in Pomona. 

None Yes - you should care about the school's mission. You shouldn't be a gunner. You should really believe in patient-centered medicine and be prepared to have a lot of patient experience from the beginning, most with patients living in extreme poverty and difficult conditions from Camden, NJ.I'm more jaded now than last year about how much say students have or how much change we can create in partnership with the administration, but I do like the school overall and I'm glad I go here. 

Books Yes, for non-cutthroat peopleVery supportive staff. Had a hard family time, and there is a lot of support from people when having a hard emotional time

online resources - access to UpToDate, etcI would recommend Creighton- anyone who appreciates a supportive atmosphere and genuinely nice people will love it here. Evidently, residency programs know Creighton students for being 'well rounded, nice, and having good bedside manner' The one downside to Creighton is that our Step scores are average. They do not do the best job of teaching for Step 1, a lot of that preparation had to be done on my own. If I wanted to do ENT at harvard, Creighton would not be the best place for me. But for a future pediatrician in the Midwest, Creighton has been a wonderful experience.

none Absolutely, great school for anyone: unranked H/P/F if you want a more relaxed experience, many opportunities to do research, strong emphasis on service, diverse patient population

firecracker Yes, see below. Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



Firecracker included Had multiple DO acceptances, wait-listed at MDs, so I would rank this school up there for DOs, obviously go to MD if you get an acceptance, the teaching here might be better than some MD schools, but the MD degree still will trump > DO in terms of perception/bias if you are going for competitive specialtiesDid notice during interviews that DO students tend to be more non-traditional and better-looking ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

None Yes! 

None for first year Yes, someone who doesn't mind learning at a breakneck pace. (Only 1 year of pre-clinical didactic)

Uworld. Group discounts for firecracker, sketchy, and pathoma also occur thanks to student government.Definitely recommend. A professional adult who isn't a gunner but who wants to have fun and work hard. Someone who is personable and ready to try scary new stuff with classmates who are their teammates. There are, however, more gunner types than I would have hoped. Go to lecture and zone out first year because the year is pass-fail: you don't need to hide and cram the most efficient way you possibly find, because you just need to pass. Rotations in second year is when you learn more than you'd ever thought possible, no matter how hard you worked first year.

Uworld Yes, suit for a laid back medical student

None Would not recommend. Best for people who didn't get in anywhere elseIt's overall terrible and strongly discriminates against any non-primary care specialty. Also, it is incredibly expensive for a crappy school with zero name recognition

Board Vitals Overall yes. Good for anyone young or older. We had a very intelligent student body. As far as DO schools go VCOM VA had an excellent reputation when interviewing at ACGME programs. 

Not much Definitely would recommend. Really great university in the best city of the Netherlands!

UWorld Yes

Uworld Yes and competitive 

DiT People who speak spanish

USMLE Easy, tons of textbooks on Access MedicineSomeone who is social. It is a class of 64. If you want to be friends with your classmates it is great. If you want to be left alone thats fine, but youll get to know your classmates well whether you want to or not. Plus, during third year you have to take a lot of control of your own curriculum which is tough if you are socially awkwardFAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

UWorld discount, Firecracker Yes. You doing well on boards is relative to your own dedication. The school will help you pass. Anything more is up to you. Worth it. Clinical rotations are at distal campuses and you work one on one with Attendings/residents and never compete for procedures, patient experiences or have to deal with gunners. 

FC, UW Yeah, MD degree and you get what you put inIt's not bad

No main ones Relaxed, non-gunner types

None Someone who doesn't mind unplanned changes. Who is more self-motivated than average. Who doesn't mind putting up with their BS and just doing what they want. Somebody from the area who doesn't mind the relative isolation of Scranton. There is potential but I fear that the recent merger with Geisinger will lead to many bumps in the road. In addition, they are planning to add several graduate programs which will divert their attention from correcting things in the MD program

USMLEasy Not currently School has a ton of potential, but is currently struggling w/ its identity and needs to provide increased resources and advocacy for students, especially w/ regards to residency programs

0 People who love getting beaten with a whip daily would enjoy this schoolTuition is growing north of 55k this year. More administrators than you can count. No financial aid unless you are African American. Lectures are painful and awkward

They don't provide anything. Just lectures, which are pretty good but not perfect. We have Step prep where one of the deans comes and gives advice Yes. I think it is a great place for people who don't need extra resources or being forced to work hard. More the most part we are left to our own devices to learn the material however we seee fit. The provide lecture capture, PowerPoint, and note sets but it is up to you to figure out how you best learn. I think almost everyone is genuinely nice. The kind of place where if you get a haircut people notice the next and tell you it looks nice. People share resources like anki lecture decks and it isn't nearly as competitive between classmates as I thought it would be, especially second year. 

lol lol lol

Best choice of my life. Suited for proactive people who will seek out resources and be unafraid to meet with the large number of ever-supportive facultyI am happier now than I have ever been before

Digital Textbooks Self motivated individuals

Nobody It sucks. Go literally anywhere else

Uworld Very supportive admin but new school so still learning. 

A big list of books to buy Someone who is self guidedGreat place

Upperclassman provide a lot of resources. Kaplan is provided by school for 2nd yearWhy not? I know for sure that there are worse schools. This school is best for the social, networky-y type that is independent and self-reliantWashington, DC is an expensive city but super fun

Kaplan Yes, ideal for the student that needs a strong support network/community of peers to work with. Also BEST suited for someone interested in serving underserved communities.No EM residency, so that sucks. There are a few other specialties lacking residencies here (don't know them off the top of my head).  Networking with this school and alumni is super helpful, and has helped me land some nice internships.

None No Sucks

A few no-name Q-banks Yes. Great powerhouse school, great research and advisers/faculty, but you have to push yourself to seek out those advisers. 

Just lectures. We are on our own for everything elseNo. Fuck this administration and their shitty advising system that places people with non medical "advisors" that don't know the first thing about med school, the match, or residency

they give us a 50 dollar stipend for any electronic resource. also all textbooks. ipadyes. someone that doesn't mind chaos/no one knowing what is going on

NBME vouchers. Discounts on QBanks.Yes, would recommend. I was more of an independent learner, but I always felt like the environment was friendly and welcoming.

Vouchers for NBME practice exams for Step 1 (I think we got 3) and Step 2 (one voucher)I think that the experience is very different for students like me who start in Indianapolis versus students who started at regional campuses. The school tries to sell it as the same, but it's definitely not. Overall though it's a decent state schoolWe had a classmate commit suicide at the end of MS2 and many of us felt that the administration handled it poorly.

None Self starters

MKSAP Yes.

None Adventurous, self motivatedAllows you to travel across the entirety of Europe throughout your med school years. 

None. They tell us to buy Uworld and sketchy. We got 1 free NBME after M1 and 1 free NBME before our last blockIts an okay school, the students are generally pretty cool and nice people. Good for someone who just wants to get the job done, have their group, and be somewhat anonymous.I think our student body is generally happy, they do try to give us free weekends, and most of our lecturers (all but 1 really) are pretty understanding. Lectures are recorded and they are under no illusion about us not wanting to go. The new curriculum is a toss up though

None Yes. White preppy rich kidsChanging to a new curriculum next year, so best avoid for a couple years until they sort out the shit show. 

None Yes, people who want to make it

Wiki with student notes from previous yearsLove it, but it will be difficult if you are not at the top of the game. Best suited for people with interest in fundamental disease processes/pathology. Recommend if you enjoy learning and being challenged to be your best self.Administration can suck but I think this is universal to people of their class.

Nada Best suited for those who want unparalleled research opportunities and are willing to live in a borderline unsafe city for 4+ yearsClass flavour alternates a lot since 4th year interviewers actually hold a lot of sway in class selection; odd numbered grad classes are full of more non-trad-esque folks who really throw themselves into their ECs, even numbered classes are full of younger, more high-octane academics. Trends don't hold true for 100% of class, but these trends are prominent enough that you can see class test averages vacillate on a yearly cycle. 

None Definitely. The CAP advising program is excellent - they break us up into 4 colleges, and within each college, we are broken up into groups of 5 called molecules. You get really close to the people in your college and esp in your molecule. All 5 of you in the molecule share one excellent advisor; the advising system at Hopkins is great.

Kaplan qbank and boards review courseNo. Admin is often adversarial to the students. Not supportive during clinical years. No guidance for 4th year.More concerned about making money off of students than anything. 

Yes

Kaplan books + prep course (but its almost worthless)I would not.  Of the DO schools, its one of the most competitive, and its name probably carries some of the most weight, but my experience is that the administration is largely malignant.My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

None :( Yes! Best for proactive people - there are no weekly assignments to keep you on track, just one exam every 5-6 weeks.  Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt

None, there are many student run resources though.Yes, it is actually a good overall school and trains you very well, if you can afford it and will be able to pay off the 300k+ loans you will accrue. It's insanely expensive (>55k a year tuition) and I don't know why it is so. It's absurd. I can't help but feel like I'm being ripped off every single day, and it terrifies me to think about having this huge debt burden. Luckily I think I'll be able to pay it off with my chosen specialty but others may not be so lucky.

No step prep specifically Somebody relaxed and outgoing, looking to enjoy med school and have lots of friends - not a gunner per setacos

Memes Dickbuyt Wtffng

combank a person who really wants cheap tuition and wants to stay in Erie. besides that....

yes, independent learners incredible faculty, but understaffed, minimal learning resources, minimal support, antagonistic administration



COMBANK Yes; someone who can succeed in PBLObviously gets lots of hate, especially regarding administration issues (which some are warranted), but it provided me with a good learning environment. Many of my friends are tracking to be very successful. 

combank yes, non-traditional students, procrastinatorsI just want coffee at lectures

$900 credit for board prep Yes, as long as you're fine with professors mentioning religion in causal conversation or sometimes opening a class with a prayer  It gets a lot of bad press for being religious. It doesn't impact the curriculum and its overall pretty non-intrusive. 

Only comprehensive board review programs like DIT, Becker, Kaplan. Wouldn't cover question banks (uWorld) or pathoma. I have a theory they are pushing osteopaths into family medicine (semi-kidding)yes. Top of the line facility (Liberty is loaded) and faculty. New school (3 years old)It has a LOT of kinks in the curriculum. We were forced to remain in classes until 5/15 which is super late for 2nd year of medical school. They have a hard time understanding that as first and second year medical students we need to be prepared for boards, and not "what did this PP slide say about disease prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa" (literally a TQ. That being said, for a new school they are doing fantastic. It is has a heavy Christian (and unfortunately political) influence, but I have a lot of friends who are not very into faiths at all and they fit in just fine. Overall it's going to be a top competitor in 10 years

COMBANK No Many aspects of the curriculum change on a whim without proper time for vetting of their ideas.  

Combank No High turnover of professors. No one wants to stay here.

Combank Self-learners. The school has massive scheduling problems with very very little dedicated study time. Be able to prepare for that.

UWorld discount With reservations-- best suited for independent studiers, as the school has pretty terrible timing in regards to NBME and Step 1The lifestyle agreement really isn't bad! Just don't be stupid about drinking/other things and show it off. I know quite a bit of people who drink under contract anyway and they're just smart about it. Also, the religious aspect is also not too bad--just show up to Chapel. A good portion of students from other schools at Loma (dentistry, PT, etc) will just bust out their notes and study during Chapel. No one really cares, unless you're hanging out with a group that is religious and would judge you about that. 

We get discounts on UFAP, FC, etc..If you're ok with going to a religious school then it can be for you.  I like it, would choose again 8.5/10. Very appreciative of the education. Haven't had any experiences with malignant faculty/attending. People are super kind and the enviroment is relaxed. 

We get discounts for these things I believe. I think it varies on the yearI can reccomend this school to almost anyone so long as you are open-minded about religion.At first, being not very "Christian" I thought I'd have a hard time making friends or wouldn't like that enviroment. Tbh most of my fears were pretty much mitigated as soon as school started. People here are pretty normal, friendly, and very very nice! occasionally you get a gunner or two which is typical but I think the overal student body and faculty have been good to me. The research dept. is getting better year by year so thats good; they helped me get a pub or two so that was nice. I'm really glad I went to this school. I appreciate the education they've given me and I'm overall pretty happy I went to this school.

None Yes. Self motivation is needed though 

None. I bought my own. People interested in primary case. People who sincerely want to make a difference in their patient's lives. Student body is generally warm, caring. Competition simmers underneath the surface. Clinical skills are prioritized. Not enough study time for Step 1. Spirituality is a part of the experience but most students here are not crazy-religious. Not difficult to make friends, but it's a little clique-y. 

Limited - mostly just class notesYes with the strong caveat that it is best suited to people of a christian backgroundNo caffeine is a myth. No alcohol is technically in the lifestyle statement but a majority of students drink and there are plenty of parties. No one polices your sex life. The administration does not drug/alcohol test unless there is a specific reason that would jeopardize your education (DUI, arrests for disorderly conduct etc).

none Not necessarily. I am religious but people here are pretty plain and boring for the most part outside of a cool group of friendsIt's expensive and not super competitive. If you can get into a better school I would go there. The area we live is hot as fuck and summers suck.

Gave us discounts on multiple resources but didnt buy us anything for free.Yes, i still feel like ive been getting a great education

Absolutely. The student culture is easy-going and non-competitiveThe professors can be a mixed bag from inspiring, great teachers to mediocre. All lectures are recorded and notes are available so this wasn't a huge deal for someone like me who prefers to study alone instead of attending class (which isn't mandatory). The culture of the school and city is social and fun-loving. Class beach/ski trip, bars rented out for the class after every test block, class formal events, no lectures for Mardi Gras. You will work hard here but also very much enjoy your time in New Orleans.

Uptodate subscription No. This school is suited for somebody from Louisiana, ideally who went to LSU for undergrad, who likes to be social. It is otherwise hard to find people with similar values.The administration is a dinosaur. The majority of planning for fourth year is never explicitly detailed, and the students figure the majority of it out on their own. Much of this involves gathering information from peers and students in the class above. There are some great professors, but for the most part the lecturers are not clinicians and are not effective. Clinical education in third and fourth year is the school's strong suit.

No Yes, anyone who isn't SUPER type A over competitive. Even the gunners are nice and helpful. I love my class and feel competitive on NBME's. 

Kaplan q-bank but extensive student-led tutoring. Someone who either fits in with the cliques or has no interest in them. Our admin puts the most incompetent people in high positions. The only people I have really enjoyed are the Admissions staff members and the simulation lab employees. 

Uworld Yes. Greenville is for great school with strong emphasis on trying to appreciate psychosocial aspects of health. Research opportunities can be found but do not abound. I'm continually impressed by my classmates. They are actually people you would want to be your doctor. 

Not much Great people, admin not as much. But clinical years are supposed to be wonderful from classes above me. Solid choice. 

None Yes! Very collaborative environment and in a great city. really like our systems based curriculum and feel I have plenty of time for other activities/social life

uworld yes, proactive people

Uworld Yes, caring and passionate students 

none no; our school has letter grades; not sure the type of person

None Yes! 

not sure definitely

Kaplan :( Yes, best suited for people who have a good idea of what they want to do. They aren't good at exposing you to much, but throw resources at you when you ask for them. Most MD faculty are very approachable, while the PhDs are hit and miss. I'm very happy here, the student orgs are super active and effective. Admin is awesome about accommodating and supporting extracurricular things, but the curriculum folks aren't too receptive on feedback. All lectures are live-streamed and recorded, which has been AMAZING. They are also very active in testing out different platforms for things, like Osmosis right now.

none. some faculty led step lectures Pass fail first year. This is the most important thing. 

None MCG is awesome and I have zero complaints. Fantastic. Probably depends on the students in one's class, but we have people of all creeds, races, orientations. Nah, I love mcg though. I can't imagine anyone talking poorly about it. 

none Good for laid back who just want to get in learn and get out; Boring city and not greatly organized clinical rotations 

Kaplan Qbank and E-book for Step1, other student tutorsYes, not a bad option, higher end of middle of the road med schoolThe area, Milwaukee, is pretty bland, unless you live close to downtown but good luck with traffic

we didn't have any of that stuff paid for when I went, but compared to other schools at the time, it was pretty similarModerately academically inclined, but more of a clinical focus. Not a research powerhouse but still a good name.Tons of great clinical sites to rotate through with a huge variety from urban poor to wealthy suburb, and each place had its strengths and weaknesses. I was able to get most of my requests and had good exposure throughout.

"We don't teach the test here."No. Go here if you didn't get in anywhere else. They suck.

Step 1 method seminars Definitely recommend, although I can't really speak to the new curriculum. 

none. just group discounts that students try to get from these programsIt is pass and fail so it lends a supportive environment from your peers. However, the school has a lot of curricular changes/lectures that seem old. Then again i think a lot of medical schools need restructuringadministration just like any place.....i wonder what they do lol.

COMBANK Self-motivated

3 months of UWorld and they provide free registration for the COMLEX (with your tuition)Would not recommend this unless you cannot get into MD schools, for DOs I believe it is one of the best. Very good for the super gunner that is willing to crush everyone else to get that high ranking.Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.

Not much outside standard lecturesYes, generally independent

Not much outside standard lecturesYes, generally independent

None:( Yup, I would recommend for average students. 

None Yes

UWise, CLIPP, SIMPLE, FMcases, NBME basic science examI would recommend it, I think it's best   for people who aren't huge gunners but there are definitely a few to hang out with if you want to gun. There are also way more resources for primary care tracks, but plenty of specialists to reach out to on your own. 

Kaplan USMLE Qbank and books for comlex and usmle Yes I do recommend it. It feels surprisingly close for such a large class size 

None No

Uworld self assessments Yes. It's kind of middle of the road in general. Great if you like the beach.

None Yes, underachieving students who need support 

Uworld No. But someone who doesn't mind the grind and already has resources can survive

UWorld, but its included in our fees anywayI'd recommend because you finish with an MD behind your name. The school administration is completely unreceptive to student feedback and it can be extremely frustrating, though. 

UpToDate. No UWorld or FirecrackerAbsolutely. Best for person looking to have diverse experiences in clinical training and small, tight-knit school.

We get a group discount for UWorld and other resources, but that's spearheaded by student senate/studentesThis school has many flaws like any other (expensive for one),but I LOVE my school, I feel like they want well-rounded people with interesting life stories, not just cookie cutter students. We match very well for not being a big name school and I think it's because we are socially well-developed

None Competitive Shitty city great training ok didactics

UWorld

Uworld for M2 and M3 Someone who's okay doing their own thingUsed to be a family environment among the students, not sure when or why it changed



None People who don't mind working in teams a lot. You are treated like a baby during preclinical years and the lecture quality leaves much to be desired. Clinical training is exceptional from M1-M4 without any doubt. Administration is always open to feedback, though sometimes slow to make change happen. Would overall recommend it as a great place for med school.

First Aid book. They refused to cooperate with uworld so we didn't get any discounts. Got discounts for comquest and combankSomeone who didn't get in anywhere else. If this is your only choice then yeah go for it.It's expensive. They're opening an MD school even though the DO school has a bunch of issues. Very few people in administration are "understanding" or try to help you out. Their excuse is "in the real world this is how it's going to be. We're preparing you for that". Third year is either pass or honors pass. No high pass. Only about 10% of the class gets honors pass. Makes you look terrible on transcripts. Administration is in denial about how important USMLE is vs just taking COMLEX. The positives are it's in a great location, you can make friends with people in the other health graduate schools (dental, pharmacy, etc). 

firecracker no no

Firecracker, Combank We have a pretty big class so you can make your own group of friends and really do your own thing. Much of the time it feels like youre just teaching yourself a big portion of information. I would recommend the school over other DO schools in the area but obviously go to an MD program if you get in unless you like certain brands of quackery.  Overall the school is fine. Big class, administration absolutely sucks. About 25% of the teachers are stellar, and the rest simply suck and shouldn't be teaching (but I'm sure that is common at lower tier schools). Honestly I had a lot of fun first 2 years. Our clinical rotation situation is more or less a shit show with the larger MD schools in the area taking up a lot of great hospitals we should be at. 

Tons of books and study materialsYes!!! It's best for someone liberal and ambitious who knows they will enjoy living in NYC 

None of these Would definitely recommend. Progressive, academically oriented people would do best here. The progressive echo-chamber can get a little bit annoying but hey this is NYC.NYU has quietly stepped up the financial aid packages they are offering students and there continues to be a drive by Ken Langone to make the school tuition free. I am from CA and was worried at first about coming to a far away place for med ed but NYU has treated me better than I could have hoped. Proud to attend.

No qbanks but standard university resources. Practice step 2 CS for what it's worthAbsolutely. Laid back folks who like big campuses. Good access to procedures for students at least in my opinion (did many lines, tubes, LPs)

most commonly used resources are not providedI would recommend with reservations. Self-motivated people will do well, as anywhere.

Bought firecracker, rarely used it. Bought 4 years of picmonic, used it for like 10 total videos, what a waste. Bought DIT for boards, hated it and gave it to a friend because I was outside the thirty day window (if you're going to buy a board review, don't fall for the promos in the fall. You're much better off buying it later when you're going to use it so you can return it if you don't like it.), sketchy was helpful, used a bit of zanki in dedicated, which was nice. Pathoma, first aid, and uworld are the bombIt's great for non traditional students or those that did not major in the sciences as you spend a lot of time going over very basic concepts (hours on feedback loops) and then brush through a whole system of pathology in two hours. It's pretty boring (but easy, I guess) for people with a lot of background knowledge. Also a lot of group learning stuff which I think everyone goes in thinking it'll be great but then you just want to get out of it.They're changing the curriculum to be more group focused with watching lectures on your own then getting into groups and talking about it. If it's organized anything like the practice runs they did with us this past year, it is a huge waste of time for anyone who can read and understand topics on their own or look up things they don't know with any sort of efficiency.

None Conditionally

None I would not recommend due to new curriculum still in beta stages and very suppressive administratation

Some discounts, pretty typical Oregonian and/or someone with state ties to ORI wish tuition was cheaper for OOS.. I also wish the school had better faculty.. Otherwise its fine. Honestly, if I had to re-do it again I'd go to my own state school to save money.

TrueLearn No Board scores have dropped recently

NBME tests for each course and CBSE.Yes! 

None It's ok. 

UWorld discount, Kaplan Qbank, UWise, Yes. Someone who is social and wants to have a good relationship with everyone in the class. Love it here. Great people, supportive, awesome facilities. Admin overall is pretty good. 

Kaplan qbank, UWorld Yes. It has it's flaws because it's new but it's adaptive. Great for someone wanting a supportive atmosphere. There's a decent bit of bs stuff to do for no reason but I'm sure it happens everywhere.

Ebooks via the library website. Free access to resources like Acland's. I'm not aware of any academic resources like Uworld or Firecracker. Yes I would. I think the prestige that comes with attending PCOM is great, and for the most part faculty is super supportive. My class itself is great and for the most part, everyone gets along with one another and we don't have a large amount of gunners that I'm aware of. I'd recommend anyone who wants a change and the opportunity to move closer to a mid-sized cityThe class is really large (~280 kids), so I had trouble making a core group of friends for the longest time. It definitely took me longer than others to do this. I also feel like I still don't know everyone in my class (I don't even know some peoples' names), but it doesn't bother me much. There are some professors here who aren't the greatest, but they're in the minority and for the most part, the faculty is really amazing and supportive. 

UptoDate, Medscape, Omnio, ClinicalKey, bunch of anatomy shitDefinitely, penn state is a great place to train.  Faculty and admin really cares about you.I think sometimes people overlook us because we're "not ranked" in US News and World Report but that's because we intentionally don't submit to that organization.  We'd be solidly in the middle tier of med schools based on NIH funding and graduate placement.

Combank

None No; masochists

UWorld No, people interested in Family MedNo resources if you want to subspecialize

Uworld, Becker, UpToDateNo, unless you are non traditional and know you can make it through It's Caribbean 

None NO - Best suited for someone who can wade follow rules and keep their mouth shutWould not recommend. Administration is incompetent and frequently impossible to contact. Administration has no actual concern for the students. Administration forces us to sit through lectures on the dangers of burnout and depression but is totally uncompromising when these issues actually come up. The Rowan administration embodies the exact mentality that propagates the burnout and depression that they publicly pretend to be concerned about.

Kaplan - we pay for it in our billSure - locals, all sorts All together a supportive environment. No class ranks, very little competition with one another. Comparatively few required attendances.

Uworld for step 1 only. Class below us got osmosis.Yes! Service oriented, friendly people. If youre very research oriented may not be the best bet as involvement isnt heavily emphasized.Love it here. Definitely a few quirks technology wise (they're finally joining 2017) and administration constantly messes up documents, financial aid, etc, but they're supportive and make you genuinely feel like they want the best for you and to help you succeed 

Uworld, Osmosis, 1 Mastery Series NBME/rotation, pathoma discountService oriented, non-type-A

response removed response removed response removed

I haven't taken Step 1 yet so I don't know anything about those resources. We get "Osmosis" during the first year, but I haven't used it.It's a highly service-oriented school and practically everybody here is involved in some kind of volunteering in the community. In fact, I believe it's actually an admissions requirement that you have several hundred hours of community service. Very social, collaborative, friendly atmosphere. There's definitely a feeling that we're "all in this together" and everyone gets along. If you're the kind of person who enjoys having a wide social circle and getting involved with lots of things, Rush would be a good fit.  Honestly, I love it. There are negatives, of course, but I think that the bad things are more universal to medical schools and not specific to Rush. They do a good job of picking good people. 

I honestly don't know. I prefer books and lectures over anything else!Yes. I've had a lot of great times here. Many people love Rush, especially in the beginning of their training before a lot of the problems manifest themselves. It's best for people who are really social and generally extroverted.  There's a lot of good here. I've made lifelong friendships at this school and matured in ways that I wouldn't have imagined. I have received a good education and met people who make positive impacts on the world. The one overtly negative thing about Rush is the administration. 

None Yes

Kaplan QBank included in tuition; discounts for other productsYes; "outdoorsy" person who wants to attend medical school on weekdays while enjoying the mountains (hiking, skiing, exploring) on the weekends 

Useless BoardVitals no one uses. But UTD, DynaMed.Yes. In state kids. Go elsewhere if you're OOS since it's so expensive. We're pretty friendly, but groupy - very supportive within those groups though! Locations for rotations in upcoming years are up in the air with Seton Hall, and in general Barnabas taking over.We have great match lists and considered pretty "scrappy" coming from a state school. Ones who work hard can go far and match well even in competitive specialties.

None

Kaplan q bank Yes, loved the school would recommend Saint Louis University is awesome they actually care about our mental well being and try to cut the bullshit out as much as they can (maybe too much due to probabtion lol)

Kaplan Qbank Yes. Self motivated  people who will be able to take advantage of the pass fail system and study independently

Kaplan Q bank Well-rounded individuals who want a supportive and close student bodyAbsolutely loved my first two years and the support we received, it was a shame our dean of student affairs got removed and it remains to be seen how things play out going forward

Kaplan :( And you have to pay $200/year for it along with tuition.Highly recommended. Happy, laid back people. Be a self-studier for shelf exams because it's not spoon-fed. There are only 10hrs/week of lecture on double speed. I couldn't be happier elsewhere.

Kaplan Qbank I would recommend the school. SLU is a good for anybody who doesn't have a stick up their ass and is looking to balance hard work with fun. Our school matches really well but we manage to do it without sacrificing our social skills and humanity. We're just a group of smart and nice people :)The students are all so supportive. The healthy competition that exists pushes us all to be better, but everyone is willing to help everyone do their best. It helps you if the students around you do well and we recognize that at SLU. Also we work with the underserved a ton so that's a big plus if you're not an asshole.

Kaplan SLU is very middle-tier. Had a couple of really solid matches last year. Really good for people who aren't looking at super competitive stuff (e.g. people looking into internal med, surg, etc.). Not really super helpful if you want stuff like ENT. (but we have a really well known neurosurgeon apparently?)honestly, if you're middle of the pack and you don't really care about standing out, come here. most of my classmates are really chill, and no one really has dreams of Harvard or whatever. It's half really nice because everyone's supportive and relaxed, but also can be a little hard/demotivating if you're the one trying to gun for something high up. People really value having a life over school,.

Naw dog most students could work well here.It's a great place. I love it!

Vouchers for NBME practice exams.Definitely!! Best suited for the non-gunner who realizes you can be passionate about multiple areas of your life. My school has a humanities program that includes sketching classes, comedy groups, and theater discussion groups. Especially great if you also enjoy city living.My class has been working on getting the administration to offer more full rides to students of color, but that being said, each class is about 270 people and there are at most 10 black students. The administration has been amenable to implementing changes we've suggested, but it definitely took some pushing on our end. 

UWise, NBME vouchers for Step 1/2, peds and rads online cases, case files. Sadly no UW :(Someone disciplined. If you need a structured academic schedule that forces you to keep up this is not the place for you. This place has freedom to learn independently but that can be easily abused at one's own peril.

Kaplan Qbank for Step 1 (it's "provided" via a fee in our tuition)Non-gunner. Tryhards welcome. Everyone is pretty "normal" and gets along.http://www.idealmedicalcare.org/blog/dean-promotes-med-student-well-hes-fired/ this school was great, but now I don't know what to think

Buy your own Yes, someone who isnt looking to compete and is a motivated independent learnerIt's on probation, doesn't bother me much. Mental health awareness is a key aspect the admins have looked to help in the past and help with quite a bit.

UWorld, Pathoma, and First Aid are recommended but nothing is requiredYes; anyone who has a lot of internal motivation as most of the learning is self-directed

NOne Absolutely. Best suited for non-gunners (unranked pass/fail, and you'll be seeing your classmates a lot)

Qqqqqqqqq Qqqqqqq Qqqqqqqq

Provided Uworld subscription for 6 months during our second half of M2Someone who didnt get accepted into a US medical school but has the brains and motivation nonetheless. Has to be a hard worker otherwise they'll end up getting kicked out/ dropping out after a year with some serious debt (a rampant problem in this school)You have to put up with a lot of shit to get through this school. It's designed so that it will filter out all weak students, survival of the fittest system at its core. you hate it by the time you leave but it molds you into someone who can take a myriad of shit thrown their way and still come out on top. School does a good job of preparing you for Step 1, you meet a lot of people literally from all over the world and by the time you're done with the 2 years you spend on the island (before heading to clinical rotations in the US) you've grown and learned so much. The beach is also great and it's 5 minutes away and you live in summer for 2 years. 

Uworld, Firecracker No. Those that work harder for less.You work hard and play hard here.

Lecture recordings, iPad with customized Stony brook specific apps pre-installed given to new first year students, alumni association has bought stethoscopes for new first year studentsSomeone who can efficiently cram and deal with studying all the time and is a self-directed learner. Stony Brook's 1.5 preclinical curriculum is really exhausting first year. If you're a self-directed learner, it's sometimes really frustrating to sit through mandatory lecture/clicker sessions/TBL sessions, and if you're someone who resents being forced to attend mandatory sessions, Stony Brook is going to be annoying for you. If you don't mind bureacratic BS, it's relatively okay and the students are great as a student body. The curriculum just sort of sucks your soul for the sake of "efficiency" in 1.5 year preclinical curriculum.Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i

none no

UWorld, FA, and Sketchy. Yes - 10/10 would recommend. Best suited for people who want a true family vibeIt's competitive, in a healthy manner but it's also really family oriented and everyone there is so loving and caring for one another. There are cliques here and there but in no way is it as clique-y as high school. We have some fun activities and we are generally a social school. We are big on sports and due to the proximity to the city, go out there often. 

None from the school. Butthe student drive has everything you need except qbanksChill people. Students are chill and there is always a large group down to have fun. Dealing with a poorer pop and hospital, you have to be able to roll with things and enjoy yourself. Downstate has a great, type B student vibe and I love it. 

None Yes. Self-directed learner. Fantastic experience for students with motivation and drive. 



None I would NOT recommend. This school is suited for high school immature people. The worst school in NY. Poor academic cirriculum. Most people are alone in their pursuit. 

Kaplan Yes. laid back and friendly people. Ultra-competitive kids won't fit in

First Aid. All of Kaplan Anyone who's not a dick. 

COMBANK (aka none) Yes- if you are able to be independent and learn boards-relevant stuff on your own with each system, the material taught in class is a nice complement but misses a lot. If you do well in class and keep up with the bros deck during second year, you will not be scoring below 230 going into dedicated. I doubt this is school-specific, though. The curriculum is the best part, systems-based with some very good faculty but also a few very bad recurring ones. Rank is calculated by semester and made known to students even though classes are technically "pass/fail/honors". Highly recommend my school. 

None Friends, clinically oriented Both the students and faculty are kind and supportive

Lots of free stuff through library; often get class discounts on study aids Yes, good school all around for non gunners and non-trads

Some mediocre Qbanks, free mental health care, great library resourcesAbsolutely. Best for non traditional students and people a little outside the med student norm. Also definitely requires a passion for working with a very undeserved community and the challenges that creates. In my opinion, Temple is the best school in Philadelphia (yes, above Penn). The school is unpretentious, hard-working, and thriving. I don't think I've met a single student who disliked Temple - come visit and ask us! 

None

No. Yes. Temple is in the middle of North Philly, one of the poorest areas in the country. If you're into serving the underserved, Temple is one of the best places to do so. 1. Temple is very politically inclined and encourages student involvement in politics. That can be good or bad, depending on how obnoxious you find politics in general.   2. Temple's commitment to North Philly is genuine. If you're here, you will be out in some of the poorest/most dangerous areas of Philadelphia for rotations, but that's one of the reasons we came to medical school, right?  3. The admins here actually do seem to care about us. They've been making a big push for mental health awareness for students, both through anonymized conventional psychological therapy and through more artsy means (creative writing classes, photography electives). 

combank, uptodate yes. students with families (both men and women), or any student interested in any non-surgical specialty (as a D.O. it will more difficult to match surgical) People complain incessantly like anywhere else but it is generally a very supportive and healthy environment

firecracker, uworld + 2 UW standardized testsyeah - for anyone who hates the neurotic premed/med student culture. not for gunners, they're pretty much shunned here

firecracker eh

Uworld for step 1 and 2, DIT for step 1 (started my second year), firecracker for M3 (new this year)I would recommend; good for average medical students, EXCELLENT for those wanting to do family practice due to our accelerated track. The admin create a good not too threatening learning environment for the students, you really feel supported. Also Lubbock is a really nice town despite the small size. As every attending will tell you, it grows on you.

UWorld, Pathoma, and Firecracker are the big ones.Yes; probably more laid back students. My does not give off a vindictive/competitive vibe.Tuition is cheaper than many schools, block scheduling is used, professors genuinely care about student learning/understanding 

Uworld, Firecracker, Pathoma, DITI honestly would; the best person for this school is someone who is pretty chill and not a super-gunnerHonestly, I'm pretty happy here. School sucks but this school sucks less (so far)

None of the common ones I think they give you a free subscription to a lower tier question bankWould go again

Just the standard notetaker notes and PPT for the lectures. No uworld etc provided for freeWould recommend the school. Good for people who are fine on their own. not much support from the administration unless you seek it out ( and then its moderately there)The new curriculum for the most part fixed a majority of the problems with the school learning style/ environment 

Lecture materials, which were excellent10 of 10 would recommendThe camaraderie among students was uncanny. I made so many wonderful friends during my time there and I was impressed throughout my time how much the faculty looked out for us as students.

 Xxxxxxx 1qqqqqqqqqq

Idk Yes Hospital administrators are incompetent

Osmosis Yes

Combank, Uworld discount Yes! 

COMBANK Someone who is self motivated and wants to have their own path. Very little support for people who don't want to do peds/medicine/family. 

Combank. Full Kaplan course and qbankYes. Best for someone who is proactive and doesn't care about the ugly buildingUgly building with no windows. I stayed home so I don't care

Nothing. Only go here if you have to be in NYC, are fine with family med, and didn't get into NYCOMIt's run by complete pieces of shit. Our dean holds our MSPE letter hostage over us and everyone is seriously afraid.   We also got blindsided with a change to our rotations putting us 3 hours away. This happened AFTER already signing leases/taking loans. We only have 7 days to figure this out now 

Kraplan and COMSAE form EI recommend that no one attends this school. Only go here if you can't get into any other US schools. I would maybe rather attend a UK or australian school over this one.Malignant administration. Especially clinical education. 2 new med schools opening up in the same area so clinicals will be fucked in the future (more than they already are). Could not recommend anyone attend. 

None are free, but we do bulk ordersYes, suitable for low key students, great life balance

None Yes, for those who are hard working up to a point, and still like to have funWe match pretty well

UWorld at discounted priceYes

None Yes I would recommend. Work hard party hard person. 

Balance

We get discounts on Uworld, sketchy, ect. The anatomy program has free 3d body programs on the smart boards to help dissections.Yes, Tulane is great for students who aren't looking for competition and want to help others in their class succeed. Lots of leadership positions and student run clinics and the city is full of stuff to do. Must be able to roll with the administration, they aren't always organized and changes come and go pretty often. The most important part is being independent enough to find what you want to do, we have many programs and professors who will help but they aren't going to seek you out.Tulane attracts many different types of students and I think that has its pros and cons for some people. We do get exposed to a lot of the bad parts of medicine because of the city and it's history: underfunded clinics, destitute patient populations, and extreme cultural divides between practitioner and patient. I think this has made me more prepared for whatever I will face as a doctor, but you do have to have the ability to handle seeing these patients and learning from your mistakes.

none yes. best suited for MN resident obviouslyyear 1-2 are crap but who cares. teaching sites year 3-4 are great.

Uworld discount, Kaplan for 2 yearsGood for older, students with families, non tradsSoooo expensive OOS (55k This year) but takes lots of OOS, especially from CA

true learn qb for preclinicals motivated to learn on own, opportunities to do whatever you want but not terribly research oriented Annoying split between many hospitals requiring a car but also amazing in that you can get exposed to all different types of practice: academic vs private which really helps in knowing how you want to live your life 

none Absolutely- Best decision I ever made, so much support.great peers, great faculty- feels like people truly care

Kaplan. Great choice to attend, would do again!

Subpar preclinical curriculum,  median Step 1 score for our class was 219, we had 20 people fail step 1 out of 175"What kind of person is this school best suited for" People from Arkansas, the school lacks diversity, we out of state kids can't wait to get back to the coast. NA

Kaplan q bank Yes

Kaplan Yes, not hyper competitive I've loved my experience so far. The admin actually have your back most of the time. Lots of great mentors. Not a ton of research if you're going for super competitive specialties. 

Kaplan QBank. I'm not sure yet about UWorldAbsolutely. This school is best for someone looking for a supportive and friendly environmentI absolutely love this school, and I think the majority of my class feels the same way

None Best suited for two types of people: 1) SJW's. 2) Naturally smart people who don't need to study much to get a 70 on exams, while making time to work out and be socialPreclinical is p/np and unranked. Costs a lot of money to live near the school. Preclinical neuro and cardio are taught very well. Can't imagine better neuro courses. Pulm, immune, and heme are handled horribly. Plenty of time given to study for step 1. Clerkship experiences are very heterogenous, some good, some pretty toxic. Easy to get involved in research. Solid overall placement come match day. Administration is very friendly and attentive to students.

1 NBME form, Boards and BeyondHighly recommend, especially if you prefrr non competitice environment and work well in groups.

None that I know of. Library has a bunch of databasesSomeone who does not learn much from lecture, and enjoyed reading textbooks in collegeIt takes a certain type of learning style to really love TBL, so if you have multiple choices consider what works best for you. Its a lot of work, but you also learn a lot. Plus the price of the school is nice, and if you are out of state you can apply for in state tuition after a year

none To the right person: someone interested in primary care and who prioritizes matching in CA. Limited resources for students interested in surgical subspecialties, and in general lacks connections to powerhouse east coast academic programs.  People are generally pretty chill and if you are looking to have a great time in med school but not necessarily match MGH derm its a nice place.

None Liberals, queers, ?POC People who go here are smart but they are also unique and have done cool things before med school. We also have a great match list even though we don't necessarily have the best scores. We have a lot of good residencies so the residents are always super smart. I really have no complaints, people, city, school are all awesome. 

UWorld, Osmosis Would NOT recommend, STAY AWAY unless its your only optionThe administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN

None Yes N/a

Uworld

Uworld, unlimited peer tutoring with upperclass students if neededYes. Self motivated, doesn't mind a small town feel even in a big-ish city. People who are adaptable, proactive, okay with forging relationships and networking for themselvesThe associated hospital has a level 1 trauma center and also is one of the few which has an emergency psychiatric service. Surgery is known to be tough. Population served between multiple hospitals in the area allows for good clinical exposure when working w/various demographics (eg socioeconomic status) and there is also a significantly large refugee population served as well

they paid for 50% of uworld for step 1 only I like it but have lived in KY my whole life. People from the south or Midwest tend to like it ok, but people from larger cities don't like it as much. Probably more related to city and local culture than the school itself.Great anatomy faculty, then its a mixed bag after that. Preclinical education provided a decent but not great foundation for step 1.

UWorld discount for Step 2Highly recommended to anyone. Plenty of exposure to any field you're interested in

Some clerkships provide specific qbanks, but no uworld, Kaplan, or firecrackerYes, if you know you want rock do med school, skip that undergrad bullshit6 years, we match better than the internet trolls try to make it seem, look at our match lists on the website

They are trial running giving us a USMLE prep tutor along with Uworld access for 360 daysAbsolutely. A friendly, collaborative, laid back individual who is high achieving and community oriented



They used to give out qbanks but stopped the class before mine. Exhaust all US MD/DO opportunities before applying here. This school is best if you're gonna get 250s on each step and you dont wanna reapply next year. If you're an average student, stay away. They let you move on to clinical rotations without having passed step 1. This sets up students for failure, IMO. They also have all sorts of red tape in order to take the step exams. 

First Aid, USMLE-Rx. No. Not up with the times.

None Yes, great for those who are socialFantastic at organizing social events, interest groups, and hooking you up with whatever clinical exposure you are looking for

N/A to Canada Academically oriented Incredible student support (we have a psychologist just for medical students in our student affairs office), overall traditional curriculum but with some incorporation of new methods (PBL, TBL) 

Kaplan QBank YES! Perhaps not the best academics, but very supportiveHas an administration that actually cares about students

None; importance of UWORLD is emphasized and school organizes a discountYes; the environment is what you make of it. But don't expect hand holding. You'll need to be your own advocate for administrative concerns. That said, the student body has all types: lots of non-trads with families and age 28+, a decent number of "gunners," but plenty of more low key helpful peers who are "salt of the earth" type. Those individuals far outweigh the assholes (of which there are very few). The environment is very friendly/help one another between classmates for the first semester and becomes consistently less friendly and more competitive throughout second year. Probably skews more friendly than competitive, if I had to choose.

Kaplan Q bank for step 1 Yes. Definitely geared towards primary care, but very possible to break into competitive specialties. Connections are easy to make, research is readily ailableWe tend to have a low step 1 average. This is the major weakness. Third and fourth years are great. Turns out Arkansas is actually quite a fun state to live in. 

All required textbooks are available online from the library.Yes, absolutely. This school is perfect who like technology- and evidence-based teaching don't care for traditionalism This school is a hidden gem. It probably won't stay hidden for long. Onsite teaching hospital is coming in the next few years. Generous scholarships. Awesome administration.

LOL- nothing other than textbooks/uptodateYes!

Yes, great school at a great price. Everyone can get in-state all 4 years, which makes tuition 145k total. Avg step score for the current M4 class is 239 and we match pretty well.  

None Yes, outgoing, outdoors, collaborative student

None, buy what you need/ want to use. Each class usually obtains group discounts on their own, w/o admin help. Firecracker is matched to our curriculum. Someone that is ok with finding their niche/ group of friends and being ok with not being friends with everyone. Be able to be assertive in the groups to contribute otherwise people may talk over you. People that are assholes, get shunned pretty quickly, so don't be an asshole. People that do well here manage to find how to study hard, but take advantage of things to do in Denver and the nearby mountains, to me those that only study without doing things outside of coursework appear more unhappy after a blocks. If you are an out of state student, you are required to pay the out of state tuition which with living costs is 80k+/ year.It's a good school, and like many others it has its flaws. I feel fortunate to get my education from the University of Colorado. 

CLIPP cases during pediatrics100% yes, this school is good for the person who values relationships and well roundedness as high as academic achievement 

None A kind person that's into teamwork and enjoys teaching and learning from peers.Literally the best place to do medical school

6 months of UWorld for Step 1 and Step 2, Osmosis.No. Actively tries to fail students, terrible advising system.

Uworld Based off my curriculum, no, but they're changing the curriculum next year for M1/2 years. It's best suited for someone who learns well in TBL settings. Avoid like the plague for anyone who learns best studying independently. Most of the lectures M1 and M2 year are awful--most courses are split up between 8-10 lecturers, at least half of whom have a significant language barrier present and most of whom are just lousy lecturers. That said, for every course there are usually 1-2 lecturers who are really good, but in general I wish I'd just ditched my school's lectures altogether. 

Tuition rebate for UWorld. Remote access to UpToDate and DynaMed. UWise during OBGYN rotation.People who would be comfortable staying in the Midwest for residency and plan to pursue less competitive specialties.Fees and tuition are the same at every campus, but resources and amenities in Peoria and Rockford are very limited. Several essential admin offices (financial aid, student ombudsperson, etc) are exclusively located in Chicago. Administration extremely dys-/non-functional to the point of serious negative consequences for students: VSAS paperwork delayed or lost, loan disbursements delayed, insurance paperwork not filed, student mistreatment reports handled in ways that exacerbate the problem, etc.

None of the major resourcesWould definitely recommend. Best for people who like a supportive atmosphere

None Yes. I genuinely feel like everyone is welcome here and can be successful. I love it and after talking to people from other programs I think I made the right choice.

British school - we don't do USMLE. However the library has access to USMLE materialLaid back, lots of common sense, don't care about minutiae but cares about peoplePretty decent tbh

BMJ best practice, uptodate, free anatomy resources. I would recommend it. It's more suited to your typical ''lad'' type (plays rugby/field hockey, drinks a shit tonne, most likely middle class).  It's a new curriculum which is  constantly evolving, so each year is more streamlined and better than the last. (They tend to act on feedback quite well)

Not sure, just finished MS1I recommend UMD. I think it suits a variety of people. They do prioritize research and require it, with many opportunities available. It's for the best, but the graduation requirement can be a little annoying.The fact that every day we are done by noon is amazing and my #1 favorite thing about this school.

Osmosis, Board Vitals social, well-rounded, non-trad, niceThings might be changing with new curriculum

First aid High achieving, effective networkerI think my school is great and wholeheartedly recommend it to other students 

Pretty good, reasonable I think. 

More focus on board exams.Intelligent, motivated, interpersonally savvy, social justice oriented persons.The administration is a mixed bag. They are often sincere in their desire and attempt to help students succeed, but they can be capricious and malicious to students they don't like who haven't done anything wrong.  If you are a straight white male with conservative beliefs, DO NOT ATTEND UNM SOM even as your last resort. You will be constantly denigrated and persecuted and beaten into silence. All the white guys here agree with this in private, and many of the white girls and non-white guys.

Exam crackers (question bank, meh)Absolutely. Best suited for anyone who doesn't want to be in an ultra-competitive toxic environment. Overall, competitive yet supportive.

We have a class google drive (access to multiple class/years) where everything is bootlegged, like pathoma and sketchy. Uworld screenshots are there too, but people usually just buy their subscriptions. Other than that, the school admin itself doesn't provide us with anything. We have a new bookshelf in out lounge where upper-classmen donate their pre-clinical and clinical books so people can use them and hopefully pass it down once they're done with them too. It's getting big now.I guess I'd recommend. If you learn solely from lectures very well, you'd do great. If you don't learn best from lectures (like me, who prefers textbooks and other resources than lectures), it can be a struggleI've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 

Group discounts on UWorld, Pathoma, Sketchy, etc.Yes.  Pass/Fail and optional lectures are clutch.  Research is required and heavily emphasized so you should at least tolerate it.  Pittsburgh is a fun city but may not be your thing if you're from a larger, coastal city.  Winter sucks here.  There are tons of opportunities here for research, clinical work, international med, service, etc, but you need to be proactive about finding them.  Student body is overall relaxed but takes their studies seriously.  Also, you will need to make sure you keep an eye on First Aid and Step prep during second year courses-- although most of the "high-yield" stuff gets covered in class, it isn't immediately obvious from class what is and is not important for Step.

Uworld, VitalSource. Yes, any med student. Low budget, but produces good students it seems.

None Yes. Relaxed, self-driven & independent

Clinical Key

Only content they produce A cohort of 500 students is not my ideal learning environment. But it does offer personal privacy if that is what you prefer

There's a $100 discount on Uworld.Gunners who can deal with incompetent administration and don't mind sacrificing a good 1st and 2nd year for a moderately good 3rd and 4th year.Expect to drive an unreasonable amount of time every day because administration will make you go between the downtown and suburban campuses daily for no good reason.

n/a not for IMGs it sucks

none No idea nothing

Uworld (3 months and 2 assessments) and pathoma (2 years)Relaxed people who want a healthy balance of school and personal life (not intended for people who need rigid structure)

None good back up school, not my first choice but reasonably easy to get into and decent academics. not great for gunners, very middle of the pack

Two practice step 1 exams, some 3rd year booksYes, we have chill and gunner type peoplePsych department is a mess right now, consider somewhere else if you want to specialize in it. Neuro department is excellent

None Yes, good school for all types of students.two thumbs up

3 step 1 NBMEs; 1 NBME per rotation 3rd year; 10% UW discountYES! price is fairly reasonable. i don't think that it is a particularly special school, but it is solid. i am confident that i am getting a good education and will be prepared for residency. i may not have as hands-on an education as some schools (eg U North Dakota, a state where there are no residents!), but i am getting a good amount of hands on experience and interactions with a variety of medical systems (VA, university, private, rural, etc). also, all of the residents i've worked with have been healthy and happy and eager to teach medical students, which makes a world of difference.super mormon guys (no surprise there), but the women are pretty cool go-getters.

yes

You can't get Uworld as a school yet? At least that's what they told us. Library provides first aid.Laid back (compared to other medical students), supportive of peers and interested in team based/group learning, outdoors oriented, I love UVM. Burlington is a fantastic place to live and is the secret gem of the U.S.. My peers and administration are so supportive. I really don't know how another school can do things better than UVM LCOM. 

None Charlottesville is a magical town with great food, hikes nearby, a beautiful campus, and pretty good bar scene. Best suited for laid back student who can manage their own time well and like to do things other than school. I interviewed at some of the best schools, Vanderbilt, Gtown, southwestern, Baylor, Harvard. Baylor and Uva had by far the happiest students (including M3s). Apply to Uva and you will not regret. 

none yes. older non-trad WWAMI residentthe social justice activism can be out of hand and has caused conflicts

Garbage lectures. Real learning at home on our own.No. This school is best for someone who wants an MD behind their name at any cost.I hope they don't get re-accredited. 

Dynamed is the only one I'm aware of, because I use itYes. It's suited for someone who wants to be a great doctor but also wants to be part of a community

Academic support services, tutoring YES!! I love it here. The students are all very smart but laid back and like to have a good time. Most don't take themselves too seriously.

Kaplan, firecracker, rx, uworld, pathoma. All at different timesWell rounded people interested in promary care or a more holistic approach to medicineI love many things about the school. We do so much with so little resources. New mexico is a great state that needs doctors and greater access to care. Because we see everyone that comes in regardless of insurance and we are the only major trauma center in the state, we see thing that you would usually only see in third world countries. It makes for an incredible learning opportunity

uworld step 1 White suburban or small town NE natives who want to stay in NE, very alienating as an institution otherwise

None Independent Clinical skillz

None are provided for free. Curriculum is excellent and sets you up to do well on Step.Yes, would recommend and would choose this school again if I had to do it all over again. This school is suited for almost any type of individual, but maybe more geared toward proactive individuals who seek out opportunities. There are plenty of resources available for those who want to take advantage of them (global health in Botswana / anywhere else you want to do a rotation, community wellness, research, dual degrees MBA/MSCE/MTR). Class vibes change by year (some years definitely more intense than others), but this is probably true of other schools as well. People do form cliques as time goes on, but are still generally nice to you even if your social circles don't intersect. 1.5 year curriculum is very helpful for step 1. Match list is consistently good, and mentorship is great (but you have to go out and find it). Especially strong home program for pediatrics (CHOP), IM, anesthesia, neuro, plastics, derm, rads, rad/onc, CT surgery. Would say that family medicine / primary care is less emphasized.



Kaplan Highly recommend. Anyone can make it work here.  Nice facilities and people go out in Syracuse

Just discounts Relaxed learner Orhan

All textbooks, USMLE-easy, in-house qbank, depending on clerkship, MG-pocket specialty books, pre-test, of case filesYes. Big picture, want to be in the military types, flexible/adaptable personalities (almost to a fault, Med school will have you in different states every few weeks, and the career keeps you moving across the world every few years)Not for everyone, not perfect, but it's family, it's fun, it takes care of you to a fault, and it's exciting

Uworld Yes. More laid back atmosphere than east coast

USMLERx, Pathoma It's pretty stressful but I'd recommend it. I think our education has been fantastic

USMLE Rx, Free first aid bookSuited for someone who is really in charge of their own learning. Your grades and understanding will suffer if you try to rely solely on lectures. Great school with amazing surrounding opportunities, new dean that is a little more progressive, finally changed to 1.5 year curriculum.

Pathoma, First Aid, Kaplan Q Bank. 2 NBMEs for Step 1 and 2 eachYes, non-type A personality that can self-motivate and study on their ownWonderful school with great students but frustrating administration.

Uworld Non-gunners

Uworld Lazy person Too relaxing, doesn't prepare well

Pathoma, UW Not if they have more prestigious choices or equally prestigious choices in a different location.Knowing how limited your options are simply by attending a school kind of sucks. Had I known it was this much of a big deal I would've tried harder/done better on my MCAT so I could've gone to a more "prestigious school". I mean the whole system sucks but I learned pretty quickly that it doesn't matter what you think of the system because it runs whether you like it or not.

None Yes

Yes. Self-driven. Tons of research and shadowing opportunity. 

None, sadly. We just come together as a group and signed up so we get discounts.Yes. For anyone who wants to work hard in a very collaborative environment. 10/10 would recommend. I keep reading the horror stories about other schools online, and I am grateful to have never experienced such.

none Yes, people who want an intense academic environment that is supportivebeautiful small city

Yes

N/A Not really Lots of exams, not a lot of free time

COMBANK

COMBANK, Comp review course at end of 2nd yearNo. I should have gone to an MD program.

UWorld and Pathoma group discounts, UWise (OB/GYN clerkship), online versions of some textbooks. Linda Costanzo.Yes. Suited for students who do not need hand-holding or constant supervision. Students who are service-oriented and want the experience of training in a high-volume, high-acuity urban hospital 4 years into our new curriculum that emphasizes early patient encounters and accelerated didactics. M3 starts May of de facto 2nd year. Innumerable opportunities for research. About half or more of students from non-traditional backgrounds (i.e. did not transition directly from undergrad).

hipsters

They will organize a group uworld but you still have to payYes - relaxed but motivated

Practice NBMEs, UWorld Yes–great education and come out on the other side very well trained, people are successful in matching in what/where they want for residency (lots of ortho/IR for whatever reason). Best for people who want to take advantage of dedicated research time and are motivated. Step 1 scores tend to average ~240.

None for my year. A lot more for the newbiesWould recommend, especially non-traditionals/those who didnt go straight from undergrad 

Some random qbank that I never heard of and never used.Absolutely. Diligent workers, kind-hearted individuals who don't mind Midwest humilityGreat clinical faculty, good support system, and terrific resources for research and investigating subspecializations. Weaker primary care training compared to some other schools  (and no department of family medicine whatsoever), but some classmates do pursue primary care or family medicine. The working at BJC with the St. Louis population is an excellent training ground for seeing a ton of interesting pathology, as well as witnessing healthcare disparities and the attempts to curtail this. Wash U has been putting more resources towards public health education in recent years, so there is ample opportunity if you are interested in that.

board vitals (a q bank that no one knows about).Would definitely recommend. WashU is for people who are serious about research. Midwestern friendliness is awesome.I really get along well with most people in my class. Unranked P/F is awesome. 

Uworld, firecracker yes, for independent learners

An administration that spends a lot of effort on things that feel like they don't matter.  Regardless though, a 3rd/4th year clinical experience which is unparalleled. 

Uworld, first aid Independent learners, people who want a highly competitive speciality because we have connections withany hospital system and a huge alumni networkIf you want a cheap school with name recognition, this is the place to be. It's very high stress if you want to be in the top because the top of the class could have gone to any med school but here due to scholarships. We match tons of nerusurgeons, orthopods, dermatologists, etc. On the other hand, we also have tons of primary care docs. You can easily slide through med school by just passing but if you want to be the best it will be super hard due to the massive class size. The neighbourhood the school is located in is amazing with great food, music, museums, etc.

Uworld, FA, and step prep course throughout M2Yes! Especially if you enjoy volunteering and getting involved in the surrounding community. Detroit is such a unique place to be.

Uworld No, Lucky people Takes on too many students. They should focus more on providing a greater experience for less # of students.

Combank Yes - someone who feels comfortable with a rural setting. 

Kaplan is the only thing the school buys. Although, we have a plethora of black market materials (Pathoma, Sketchy, Picmonic, DIT, etc)Outdoorsy. Friendly. Supportive. Don't come here if you're out for blood or would cut someone down to get ahead. I really love it. Super supportive for the most part. Administration does its best to help. It isn't perfect but they try a lot more than other schools. 

Kaplan resources Yes, the school is what you make of it. 100% match rates and quality education, but expensive AF and if you're not self-motivated, you probably won't do well. 

Kaplan Recommend. Good for outdoorsy, adventure-loving studentsExpensive :(

none Yes, for community-centric people who want every opportunity in medicine in a seriously friendly and laidback environment.I don't want to make it sound like extroverts are the only ones who would like my school. The community is UNIQUELY supportive and laidback among medical schools, but you can strike out on your own to nab any clinical or research opportunity at any of our 7+ local clinical sites. We're here for you when you need/want it, but you are free to be your own person. I really think Boonshoft is a gem among medical schools, though we've had some administrative struggles as we change to a new curriculum.

Truelearn COMBANK, COMSAE, Uptodate, Clinical KeyYes. Best suited for motivated, friendly, non-judgmental people.I love it. Some people will always have something to complain about.

COMBANK, UpToDate, ClinicalKey, MedUIf you want a good amount of rural medicine, this is for you. If you are looking for big academic research institution, look elsewhere.Like most DO schools, the match list is skewed towards more primary care. We do match competitive specialties, but would like to see more. This may be that WVSOM puts more emphasis on rural primary care (see Mission Statement).

None Yes - huge focus on rural medLove my school. Very supportive, but somewhat cliquey at times. Thus, I picked the "Supportive within reason" option.

No Boards resources in particular...Great for self-motivated, independent learners who don't need the validation of grades. Though sometimes I think the Yale System is just an excuse for the administration not to give a shit about actually teaching us.Can't complain too much. If anything, we have too much independence. During the clinical years, the fact that almost everyone gets Honors is really nice. We also don't take shelf exams. Makes the clinical experience much less stressful or competitive.

Aclands anatomy Very talented, very chill people who like to be cooperative and like to help others succeedYou are probably able to be more independant, and more trusted, than at any other med school in the world. You have time to work on other projects, run a side business, do research, continue to compete in your sport, etc. I wonder if we will be as well prepared for Step 1 and for Residency though because we don't have the fear of god (or grades) pushing us to study more, but everyone matches at top programs in their specialty of choice so it probably isn't an issue.

None No. Lazy unwilling-to-study people. Lack of interest from teachers. No pedagogy (one can pretty much become a teacher right after receiving his medical diploma), corruption. 



Firecracker, free textbooks, any software we want10/10. Good for social people, gunnery not tolerated by students or admin. Good mental health

Nothing Self-directed learners Don't trust the administration as far as you can throw them

Nothing Defintely no, people who can't think for themselvesTerrible administration makes everything miserable 

None Boobs

Kaplan It gets the job done TUNCOM

uworld firecracker yes



Expensive school but very supportive administrative task,  4th year is annoying because step 2 CS and ck are required by Sept so not early match friendly.  If you want to delay it you'll have to petition.  I succeeded but it wasn't without some effort

The administration is full of absolute sweethearts. Since we are ONLY a medical school (with a tiny PA and CRNA program) and not part of a major university, they really take care of us since we are all they have. The deans know your name, say hi and listen. If we ask for reasonable changes to be made, they are either made, or we are given an in-depth reason as to why they can't

It sucks but i knew that coming into a carib school. Taught horribly, all self learning and errors are common in lecture. Guest lecturers for lots of topics who claim they write our block questions but its usually the department chair who's ideas of what was taught isnt actually what was taught 

If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

The school, the students and the faculty are ultra ultra liberal. Despite being in Texas, most conservatives in my class feel pressured to stay silent or risk being alienated/persecuted at any turn. Lecturers will frequently talk badly about republicans and even allude to republicans as unintelligent and terrible people. I found this to be incredibly inappropriate and it has been pervasive throughout the schooling here. That being said it is still totally doable, just be mindful, be careful and find your niche. Don't let the crazy liberals here scare you away from an otherwise strong educational experience.

Although it is a Christian school, I'm not religious and I've never felt out of place or uncomfortable. I find the perspective important especially in the south. Don't be deterred by it's Christian message - it's very inclusive to people of all religious backgrounds!

I'm more jaded now than last year about how much say students have or how much change we can create in partnership with the administration, but I do like the school overall and I'm glad I go here. 

The one downside to Creighton is that our Step scores are average. They do not do the best job of teaching for Step 1, a lot of that preparation had to be done on my own. If I wanted to do ENT at harvard, Creighton would not be the best place for me. But for a future pediatrician in the Midwest, Creighton has been a wonderful experience.

Absolutely, great school for anyone: unranked H/P/F if you want a more relaxed experience, many opportunities to do research, strong emphasis on service, diverse patient population

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



There are, however, more gunner types than I would have hoped. Go to lecture and zone out first year because the year is pass-fail: you don't need to hide and cram the most efficient way you possibly find, because you just need to pass. Rotations in second year is when you learn more than you'd ever thought possible, no matter how hard you worked first year.

It's overall terrible and strongly discriminates against any non-primary care specialty. Also, it is incredibly expensive for a crappy school with zero name recognition

We had a very intelligent student body. As far as DO schools go VCOM VA had an excellent reputation when interviewing at ACGME programs. 

FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

Clinical rotations are at distal campuses and you work one on one with Attendings/residents and never compete for procedures, patient experiences or have to deal with gunners. 

There is potential but I fear that the recent merger with Geisinger will lead to many bumps in the road. In addition, they are planning to add several graduate programs which will divert their attention from correcting things in the MD program

School has a ton of potential, but is currently struggling w/ its identity and needs to provide increased resources and advocacy for students, especially w/ regards to residency programs

Tuition is growing north of 55k this year. More administrators than you can count. No financial aid unless you are African American. Lectures are painful and awkward

I think almost everyone is genuinely nice. The kind of place where if you get a haircut people notice the next and tell you it looks nice. People share resources like anki lecture decks and it isn't nearly as competitive between classmates as I thought it would be, especially second year. 

No EM residency, so that sucks. There are a few other specialties lacking residencies here (don't know them off the top of my head).  Networking with this school and alumni is super helpful, and has helped me land some nice internships.

Fuck this administration and their shitty advising system that places people with non medical "advisors" that don't know the first thing about med school, the match, or residency

I think our student body is generally happy, they do try to give us free weekends, and most of our lecturers (all but 1 really) are pretty understanding. Lectures are recorded and they are under no illusion about us not wanting to go. The new curriculum is a toss up though

Class flavour alternates a lot since 4th year interviewers actually hold a lot of sway in class selection; odd numbered grad classes are full of more non-trad-esque folks who really throw themselves into their ECs, even numbered classes are full of younger, more high-octane academics. Trends don't hold true for 100% of class, but these trends are prominent enough that you can see class test averages vacillate on a yearly cycle. 

Definitely. The CAP advising program is excellent - they break us up into 4 colleges, and within each college, we are broken up into groups of 5 called molecules. You get really close to the people in your college and esp in your molecule. All 5 of you in the molecule share one excellent advisor; the advising system at Hopkins is great.

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt

It's insanely expensive (>55k a year tuition) and I don't know why it is so. It's absurd. I can't help but feel like I'm being ripped off every single day, and it terrifies me to think about having this huge debt burden. Luckily I think I'll be able to pay it off with my chosen specialty but others may not be so lucky.



Obviously gets lots of hate, especially regarding administration issues (which some are warranted), but it provided me with a good learning environment. Many of my friends are tracking to be very successful. 

It has a LOT of kinks in the curriculum. We were forced to remain in classes until 5/15 which is super late for 2nd year of medical school. They have a hard time understanding that as first and second year medical students we need to be prepared for boards, and not "what did this PP slide say about disease prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa" (literally a TQ. That being said, for a new school they are doing fantastic. It is has a heavy Christian (and unfortunately political) influence, but I have a lot of friends who are not very into faiths at all and they fit in just fine. Overall it's going to be a top competitor in 10 years

The lifestyle agreement really isn't bad! Just don't be stupid about drinking/other things and show it off. I know quite a bit of people who drink under contract anyway and they're just smart about it. Also, the religious aspect is also not too bad--just show up to Chapel. A good portion of students from other schools at Loma (dentistry, PT, etc) will just bust out their notes and study during Chapel. No one really cares, unless you're hanging out with a group that is religious and would judge you about that. 

I like it, would choose again 8.5/10. Very appreciative of the education. Haven't had any experiences with malignant faculty/attending. People are super kind and the enviroment is relaxed. 

At first, being not very "Christian" I thought I'd have a hard time making friends or wouldn't like that enviroment. Tbh most of my fears were pretty much mitigated as soon as school started. People here are pretty normal, friendly, and very very nice! occasionally you get a gunner or two which is typical but I think the overal student body and faculty have been good to me. The research dept. is getting better year by year so thats good; they helped me get a pub or two so that was nice. I'm really glad I went to this school. I appreciate the education they've given me and I'm overall pretty happy I went to this school.

Student body is generally warm, caring. Competition simmers underneath the surface. Clinical skills are prioritized. Not enough study time for Step 1. Spirituality is a part of the experience but most students here are not crazy-religious. Not difficult to make friends, but it's a little clique-y. 

No caffeine is a myth. No alcohol is technically in the lifestyle statement but a majority of students drink and there are plenty of parties. No one polices your sex life. The administration does not drug/alcohol test unless there is a specific reason that would jeopardize your education (DUI, arrests for disorderly conduct etc).

It's expensive and not super competitive. If you can get into a better school I would go there. The area we live is hot as fuck and summers suck.

The professors can be a mixed bag from inspiring, great teachers to mediocre. All lectures are recorded and notes are available so this wasn't a huge deal for someone like me who prefers to study alone instead of attending class (which isn't mandatory). The culture of the school and city is social and fun-loving. Class beach/ski trip, bars rented out for the class after every test block, class formal events, no lectures for Mardi Gras. You will work hard here but also very much enjoy your time in New Orleans.

The administration is a dinosaur. The majority of planning for fourth year is never explicitly detailed, and the students figure the majority of it out on their own. Much of this involves gathering information from peers and students in the class above. There are some great professors, but for the most part the lecturers are not clinicians and are not effective. Clinical education in third and fourth year is the school's strong suit.

Our admin puts the most incompetent people in high positions. The only people I have really enjoyed are the Admissions staff members and the simulation lab employees. 

I'm very happy here, the student orgs are super active and effective. Admin is awesome about accommodating and supporting extracurricular things, but the curriculum folks aren't too receptive on feedback. All lectures are live-streamed and recorded, which has been AMAZING. They are also very active in testing out different platforms for things, like Osmosis right now.

Tons of great clinical sites to rotate through with a huge variety from urban poor to wealthy suburb, and each place had its strengths and weaknesses. I was able to get most of my requests and had good exposure throughout.

Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.

I would recommend it, I think it's best   for people who aren't huge gunners but there are definitely a few to hang out with if you want to gun. There are also way more resources for primary care tracks, but plenty of specialists to reach out to on your own. 

I'd recommend because you finish with an MD behind your name. The school administration is completely unreceptive to student feedback and it can be extremely frustrating, though. 

This school has many flaws like any other (expensive for one),but I LOVE my school, I feel like they want well-rounded people with interesting life stories, not just cookie cutter students. We match very well for not being a big name school and I think it's because we are socially well-developed



People who don't mind working in teams a lot. You are treated like a baby during preclinical years and the lecture quality leaves much to be desired. Clinical training is exceptional from M1-M4 without any doubt. Administration is always open to feedback, though sometimes slow to make change happen. Would overall recommend it as a great place for med school.

It's expensive. They're opening an MD school even though the DO school has a bunch of issues. Very few people in administration are "understanding" or try to help you out. Their excuse is "in the real world this is how it's going to be. We're preparing you for that". Third year is either pass or honors pass. No high pass. Only about 10% of the class gets honors pass. Makes you look terrible on transcripts. Administration is in denial about how important USMLE is vs just taking COMLEX. The positives are it's in a great location, you can make friends with people in the other health graduate schools (dental, pharmacy, etc). 

Overall the school is fine. Big class, administration absolutely sucks. About 25% of the teachers are stellar, and the rest simply suck and shouldn't be teaching (but I'm sure that is common at lower tier schools). Honestly I had a lot of fun first 2 years. Our clinical rotation situation is more or less a shit show with the larger MD schools in the area taking up a lot of great hospitals we should be at. 

NYU has quietly stepped up the financial aid packages they are offering students and there continues to be a drive by Ken Langone to make the school tuition free. I am from CA and was worried at first about coming to a far away place for med ed but NYU has treated me better than I could have hoped. Proud to attend.

They're changing the curriculum to be more group focused with watching lectures on your own then getting into groups and talking about it. If it's organized anything like the practice runs they did with us this past year, it is a huge waste of time for anyone who can read and understand topics on their own or look up things they don't know with any sort of efficiency.

I wish tuition was cheaper for OOS.. I also wish the school had better faculty.. Otherwise its fine. Honestly, if I had to re-do it again I'd go to my own state school to save money.

The class is really large (~280 kids), so I had trouble making a core group of friends for the longest time. It definitely took me longer than others to do this. I also feel like I still don't know everyone in my class (I don't even know some peoples' names), but it doesn't bother me much. There are some professors here who aren't the greatest, but they're in the minority and for the most part, the faculty is really amazing and supportive. 

I think sometimes people overlook us because we're "not ranked" in US News and World Report but that's because we intentionally don't submit to that organization.  We'd be solidly in the middle tier of med schools based on NIH funding and graduate placement.

Would not recommend. Administration is incompetent and frequently impossible to contact. Administration has no actual concern for the students. Administration forces us to sit through lectures on the dangers of burnout and depression but is totally uncompromising when these issues actually come up. The Rowan administration embodies the exact mentality that propagates the burnout and depression that they publicly pretend to be concerned about.

Love it here. Definitely a few quirks technology wise (they're finally joining 2017) and administration constantly messes up documents, financial aid, etc, but they're supportive and make you genuinely feel like they want the best for you and to help you succeed 

Honestly, I love it. There are negatives, of course, but I think that the bad things are more universal to medical schools and not specific to Rush. They do a good job of picking good people. 

There's a lot of good here. I've made lifelong friendships at this school and matured in ways that I wouldn't have imagined. I have received a good education and met people who make positive impacts on the world. The one overtly negative thing about Rush is the administration. 

We have great match lists and considered pretty "scrappy" coming from a state school. Ones who work hard can go far and match well even in competitive specialties.

Saint Louis University is awesome they actually care about our mental well being and try to cut the bullshit out as much as they can (maybe too much due to probabtion lol)

Absolutely loved my first two years and the support we received, it was a shame our dean of student affairs got removed and it remains to be seen how things play out going forward

The students are all so supportive. The healthy competition that exists pushes us all to be better, but everyone is willing to help everyone do their best. It helps you if the students around you do well and we recognize that at SLU. Also we work with the underserved a ton so that's a big plus if you're not an asshole.

honestly, if you're middle of the pack and you don't really care about standing out, come here. most of my classmates are really chill, and no one really has dreams of Harvard or whatever. It's half really nice because everyone's supportive and relaxed, but also can be a little hard/demotivating if you're the one trying to gun for something high up. People really value having a life over school,.

My class has been working on getting the administration to offer more full rides to students of color, but that being said, each class is about 270 people and there are at most 10 black students. The administration has been amenable to implementing changes we've suggested, but it definitely took some pushing on our end. 

Someone disciplined. If you need a structured academic schedule that forces you to keep up this is not the place for you. This place has freedom to learn independently but that can be easily abused at one's own peril.

It's on probation, doesn't bother me much. Mental health awareness is a key aspect the admins have looked to help in the past and help with quite a bit.

You have to put up with a lot of shit to get through this school. It's designed so that it will filter out all weak students, survival of the fittest system at its core. you hate it by the time you leave but it molds you into someone who can take a myriad of shit thrown their way and still come out on top. School does a good job of preparing you for Step 1, you meet a lot of people literally from all over the world and by the time you're done with the 2 years you spend on the island (before heading to clinical rotations in the US) you've grown and learned so much. The beach is also great and it's 5 minutes away and you live in summer for 2 years. 

Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i

It's competitive, in a healthy manner but it's also really family oriented and everyone there is so loving and caring for one another. There are cliques here and there but in no way is it as clique-y as high school. We have some fun activities and we are generally a social school. We are big on sports and due to the proximity to the city, go out there often. 

Chill people. Students are chill and there is always a large group down to have fun. Dealing with a poorer pop and hospital, you have to be able to roll with things and enjoy yourself. Downstate has a great, type B student vibe and I love it. 



The curriculum is the best part, systems-based with some very good faculty but also a few very bad recurring ones. Rank is calculated by semester and made known to students even though classes are technically "pass/fail/honors". Highly recommend my school. 

In my opinion, Temple is the best school in Philadelphia (yes, above Penn). The school is unpretentious, hard-working, and thriving. I don't think I've met a single student who disliked Temple - come visit and ask us! 

1. Temple is very politically inclined and encourages student involvement in politics. That can be good or bad, depending on how obnoxious you find politics in general.   2. Temple's commitment to North Philly is genuine. If you're here, you will be out in some of the poorest/most dangerous areas of Philadelphia for rotations, but that's one of the reasons we came to medical school, right?  3. The admins here actually do seem to care about us. They've been making a big push for mental health awareness for students, both through anonymized conventional psychological therapy and through more artsy means (creative writing classes, photography electives). 

The admin create a good not too threatening learning environment for the students, you really feel supported. Also Lubbock is a really nice town despite the small size. As every attending will tell you, it grows on you.

The camaraderie among students was uncanny. I made so many wonderful friends during my time there and I was impressed throughout my time how much the faculty looked out for us as students.

It's run by complete pieces of shit. Our dean holds our MSPE letter hostage over us and everyone is seriously afraid.   We also got blindsided with a change to our rotations putting us 3 hours away. This happened AFTER already signing leases/taking loans. We only have 7 days to figure this out now 

Malignant administration. Especially clinical education. 2 new med schools opening up in the same area so clinicals will be fucked in the future (more than they already are). Could not recommend anyone attend. 

Tulane attracts many different types of students and I think that has its pros and cons for some people. We do get exposed to a lot of the bad parts of medicine because of the city and it's history: underfunded clinics, destitute patient populations, and extreme cultural divides between practitioner and patient. I think this has made me more prepared for whatever I will face as a doctor, but you do have to have the ability to handle seeing these patients and learning from your mistakes.

Annoying split between many hospitals requiring a car but also amazing in that you can get exposed to all different types of practice: academic vs private which really helps in knowing how you want to live your life 

I've loved my experience so far. The admin actually have your back most of the time. Lots of great mentors. Not a ton of research if you're going for super competitive specialties. 

Preclinical is p/np and unranked. Costs a lot of money to live near the school. Preclinical neuro and cardio are taught very well. Can't imagine better neuro courses. Pulm, immune, and heme are handled horribly. Plenty of time given to study for step 1. Clerkship experiences are very heterogenous, some good, some pretty toxic. Easy to get involved in research. Solid overall placement come match day. Administration is very friendly and attentive to students.

It takes a certain type of learning style to really love TBL, so if you have multiple choices consider what works best for you. Its a lot of work, but you also learn a lot. Plus the price of the school is nice, and if you are out of state you can apply for in state tuition after a year

People are generally pretty chill and if you are looking to have a great time in med school but not necessarily match MGH derm its a nice place.

People who go here are smart but they are also unique and have done cool things before med school. We also have a great match list even though we don't necessarily have the best scores. We have a lot of good residencies so the residents are always super smart. I really have no complaints, people, city, school are all awesome. 

The administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN

The associated hospital has a level 1 trauma center and also is one of the few which has an emergency psychiatric service. Surgery is known to be tough. Population served between multiple hospitals in the area allows for good clinical exposure when working w/various demographics (eg socioeconomic status) and there is also a significantly large refugee population served as well



They let you move on to clinical rotations without having passed step 1. This sets up students for failure, IMO. They also have all sorts of red tape in order to take the step exams. 

Incredible student support (we have a psychologist just for medical students in our student affairs office), overall traditional curriculum but with some incorporation of new methods (PBL, TBL) 

Yes; the environment is what you make of it. But don't expect hand holding. You'll need to be your own advocate for administrative concerns. That said, the student body has all types: lots of non-trads with families and age 28+, a decent number of "gunners," but plenty of more low key helpful peers who are "salt of the earth" type. Those individuals far outweigh the assholes (of which there are very few). The environment is very friendly/help one another between classmates for the first semester and becomes consistently less friendly and more competitive throughout second year. Probably skews more friendly than competitive, if I had to choose.

We tend to have a low step 1 average. This is the major weakness. Third and fourth years are great. Turns out Arkansas is actually quite a fun state to live in. 

This school is a hidden gem. It probably won't stay hidden for long. Onsite teaching hospital is coming in the next few years. Generous scholarships. Awesome administration.

Yes, great school at a great price. Everyone can get in-state all 4 years, which makes tuition 145k total. Avg step score for the current M4 class is 239 and we match pretty well.  

Most of the lectures M1 and M2 year are awful--most courses are split up between 8-10 lecturers, at least half of whom have a significant language barrier present and most of whom are just lousy lecturers. That said, for every course there are usually 1-2 lecturers who are really good, but in general I wish I'd just ditched my school's lectures altogether. 

Fees and tuition are the same at every campus, but resources and amenities in Peoria and Rockford are very limited. Several essential admin offices (financial aid, student ombudsperson, etc) are exclusively located in Chicago. Administration extremely dys-/non-functional to the point of serious negative consequences for students: VSAS paperwork delayed or lost, loan disbursements delayed, insurance paperwork not filed, student mistreatment reports handled in ways that exacerbate the problem, etc.

It's a new curriculum which is  constantly evolving, so each year is more streamlined and better than the last. (They tend to act on feedback quite well)

The administration is a mixed bag. They are often sincere in their desire and attempt to help students succeed, but they can be capricious and malicious to students they don't like who haven't done anything wrong.  If you are a straight white male with conservative beliefs, DO NOT ATTEND UNM SOM even as your last resort. You will be constantly denigrated and persecuted and beaten into silence. All the white guys here agree with this in private, and many of the white girls and non-white guys.

I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 

Yes.  Pass/Fail and optional lectures are clutch.  Research is required and heavily emphasized so you should at least tolerate it.  Pittsburgh is a fun city but may not be your thing if you're from a larger, coastal city.  Winter sucks here.  There are tons of opportunities here for research, clinical work, international med, service, etc, but you need to be proactive about finding them.  Student body is overall relaxed but takes their studies seriously.  Also, you will need to make sure you keep an eye on First Aid and Step prep during second year courses-- although most of the "high-yield" stuff gets covered in class, it isn't immediately obvious from class what is and is not important for Step.

Expect to drive an unreasonable amount of time every day because administration will make you go between the downtown and suburban campuses daily for no good reason.

I love UVM. Burlington is a fantastic place to live and is the secret gem of the U.S.. My peers and administration are so supportive. I really don't know how another school can do things better than UVM LCOM. 

I interviewed at some of the best schools, Vanderbilt, Gtown, southwestern, Baylor, Harvard. Baylor and Uva had by far the happiest students (including M3s). Apply to Uva and you will not regret. 

I love many things about the school. We do so much with so little resources. New mexico is a great state that needs doctors and greater access to care. Because we see everyone that comes in regardless of insurance and we are the only major trauma center in the state, we see thing that you would usually only see in third world countries. It makes for an incredible learning opportunity

Class vibes change by year (some years definitely more intense than others), but this is probably true of other schools as well. People do form cliques as time goes on, but are still generally nice to you even if your social circles don't intersect. 1.5 year curriculum is very helpful for step 1. Match list is consistently good, and mentorship is great (but you have to go out and find it). Especially strong home program for pediatrics (CHOP), IM, anesthesia, neuro, plastics, derm, rads, rad/onc, CT surgery. Would say that family medicine / primary care is less emphasized.



Knowing how limited your options are simply by attending a school kind of sucks. Had I known it was this much of a big deal I would've tried harder/done better on my MCAT so I could've gone to a more "prestigious school". I mean the whole system sucks but I learned pretty quickly that it doesn't matter what you think of the system because it runs whether you like it or not.

4 years into our new curriculum that emphasizes early patient encounters and accelerated didactics. M3 starts May of de facto 2nd year. Innumerable opportunities for research. About half or more of students from non-traditional backgrounds (i.e. did not transition directly from undergrad).

Great clinical faculty, good support system, and terrific resources for research and investigating subspecializations. Weaker primary care training compared to some other schools  (and no department of family medicine whatsoever), but some classmates do pursue primary care or family medicine. The working at BJC with the St. Louis population is an excellent training ground for seeing a ton of interesting pathology, as well as witnessing healthcare disparities and the attempts to curtail this. Wash U has been putting more resources towards public health education in recent years, so there is ample opportunity if you are interested in that.

An administration that spends a lot of effort on things that feel like they don't matter.  Regardless though, a 3rd/4th year clinical experience which is unparalleled. 

If you want a cheap school with name recognition, this is the place to be. It's very high stress if you want to be in the top because the top of the class could have gone to any med school but here due to scholarships. We match tons of nerusurgeons, orthopods, dermatologists, etc. On the other hand, we also have tons of primary care docs. You can easily slide through med school by just passing but if you want to be the best it will be super hard due to the massive class size. The neighbourhood the school is located in is amazing with great food, music, museums, etc.

I really love it. Super supportive for the most part. Administration does its best to help. It isn't perfect but they try a lot more than other schools. 

I don't want to make it sound like extroverts are the only ones who would like my school. The community is UNIQUELY supportive and laidback among medical schools, but you can strike out on your own to nab any clinical or research opportunity at any of our 7+ local clinical sites. We're here for you when you need/want it, but you are free to be your own person. I really think Boonshoft is a gem among medical schools, though we've had some administrative struggles as we change to a new curriculum.

Like most DO schools, the match list is skewed towards more primary care. We do match competitive specialties, but would like to see more. This may be that WVSOM puts more emphasis on rural primary care (see Mission Statement).

Can't complain too much. If anything, we have too much independence. During the clinical years, the fact that almost everyone gets Honors is really nice. We also don't take shelf exams. Makes the clinical experience much less stressful or competitive.

You are probably able to be more independant, and more trusted, than at any other med school in the world. You have time to work on other projects, run a side business, do research, continue to compete in your sport, etc. I wonder if we will be as well prepared for Step 1 and for Residency though because we don't have the fear of god (or grades) pushing us to study more, but everyone matches at top programs in their specialty of choice so it probably isn't an issue.





The administration is full of absolute sweethearts. Since we are ONLY a medical school (with a tiny PA and CRNA program) and not part of a major university, they really take care of us since we are all they have. The deans know your name, say hi and listen. If we ask for reasonable changes to be made, they are either made, or we are given an in-depth reason as to why they can't

It sucks but i knew that coming into a carib school. Taught horribly, all self learning and errors are common in lecture. Guest lecturers for lots of topics who claim they write our block questions but its usually the department chair who's ideas of what was taught isnt actually what was taught 

If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

The school, the students and the faculty are ultra ultra liberal. Despite being in Texas, most conservatives in my class feel pressured to stay silent or risk being alienated/persecuted at any turn. Lecturers will frequently talk badly about republicans and even allude to republicans as unintelligent and terrible people. I found this to be incredibly inappropriate and it has been pervasive throughout the schooling here. That being said it is still totally doable, just be mindful, be careful and find your niche. Don't let the crazy liberals here scare you away from an otherwise strong educational experience.

The one downside to Creighton is that our Step scores are average. They do not do the best job of teaching for Step 1, a lot of that preparation had to be done on my own. If I wanted to do ENT at harvard, Creighton would not be the best place for me. But for a future pediatrician in the Midwest, Creighton has been a wonderful experience.

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



There are, however, more gunner types than I would have hoped. Go to lecture and zone out first year because the year is pass-fail: you don't need to hide and cram the most efficient way you possibly find, because you just need to pass. Rotations in second year is when you learn more than you'd ever thought possible, no matter how hard you worked first year.

FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

I think almost everyone is genuinely nice. The kind of place where if you get a haircut people notice the next and tell you it looks nice. People share resources like anki lecture decks and it isn't nearly as competitive between classmates as I thought it would be, especially second year. 

I think our student body is generally happy, they do try to give us free weekends, and most of our lecturers (all but 1 really) are pretty understanding. Lectures are recorded and they are under no illusion about us not wanting to go. The new curriculum is a toss up though

Class flavour alternates a lot since 4th year interviewers actually hold a lot of sway in class selection; odd numbered grad classes are full of more non-trad-esque folks who really throw themselves into their ECs, even numbered classes are full of younger, more high-octane academics. Trends don't hold true for 100% of class, but these trends are prominent enough that you can see class test averages vacillate on a yearly cycle. 

Definitely. The CAP advising program is excellent - they break us up into 4 colleges, and within each college, we are broken up into groups of 5 called molecules. You get really close to the people in your college and esp in your molecule. All 5 of you in the molecule share one excellent advisor; the advising system at Hopkins is great.

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt

It's insanely expensive (>55k a year tuition) and I don't know why it is so. It's absurd. I can't help but feel like I'm being ripped off every single day, and it terrifies me to think about having this huge debt burden. Luckily I think I'll be able to pay it off with my chosen specialty but others may not be so lucky.



It has a LOT of kinks in the curriculum. We were forced to remain in classes until 5/15 which is super late for 2nd year of medical school. They have a hard time understanding that as first and second year medical students we need to be prepared for boards, and not "what did this PP slide say about disease prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa" (literally a TQ. That being said, for a new school they are doing fantastic. It is has a heavy Christian (and unfortunately political) influence, but I have a lot of friends who are not very into faiths at all and they fit in just fine. Overall it's going to be a top competitor in 10 years

The lifestyle agreement really isn't bad! Just don't be stupid about drinking/other things and show it off. I know quite a bit of people who drink under contract anyway and they're just smart about it. Also, the religious aspect is also not too bad--just show up to Chapel. A good portion of students from other schools at Loma (dentistry, PT, etc) will just bust out their notes and study during Chapel. No one really cares, unless you're hanging out with a group that is religious and would judge you about that. 

At first, being not very "Christian" I thought I'd have a hard time making friends or wouldn't like that enviroment. Tbh most of my fears were pretty much mitigated as soon as school started. People here are pretty normal, friendly, and very very nice! occasionally you get a gunner or two which is typical but I think the overal student body and faculty have been good to me. The research dept. is getting better year by year so thats good; they helped me get a pub or two so that was nice. I'm really glad I went to this school. I appreciate the education they've given me and I'm overall pretty happy I went to this school.

Student body is generally warm, caring. Competition simmers underneath the surface. Clinical skills are prioritized. Not enough study time for Step 1. Spirituality is a part of the experience but most students here are not crazy-religious. Not difficult to make friends, but it's a little clique-y. 

No caffeine is a myth. No alcohol is technically in the lifestyle statement but a majority of students drink and there are plenty of parties. No one polices your sex life. The administration does not drug/alcohol test unless there is a specific reason that would jeopardize your education (DUI, arrests for disorderly conduct etc).

The professors can be a mixed bag from inspiring, great teachers to mediocre. All lectures are recorded and notes are available so this wasn't a huge deal for someone like me who prefers to study alone instead of attending class (which isn't mandatory). The culture of the school and city is social and fun-loving. Class beach/ski trip, bars rented out for the class after every test block, class formal events, no lectures for Mardi Gras. You will work hard here but also very much enjoy your time in New Orleans.

The administration is a dinosaur. The majority of planning for fourth year is never explicitly detailed, and the students figure the majority of it out on their own. Much of this involves gathering information from peers and students in the class above. There are some great professors, but for the most part the lecturers are not clinicians and are not effective. Clinical education in third and fourth year is the school's strong suit.

I'm very happy here, the student orgs are super active and effective. Admin is awesome about accommodating and supporting extracurricular things, but the curriculum folks aren't too receptive on feedback. All lectures are live-streamed and recorded, which has been AMAZING. They are also very active in testing out different platforms for things, like Osmosis right now.

Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.

This school has many flaws like any other (expensive for one),but I LOVE my school, I feel like they want well-rounded people with interesting life stories, not just cookie cutter students. We match very well for not being a big name school and I think it's because we are socially well-developed



People who don't mind working in teams a lot. You are treated like a baby during preclinical years and the lecture quality leaves much to be desired. Clinical training is exceptional from M1-M4 without any doubt. Administration is always open to feedback, though sometimes slow to make change happen. Would overall recommend it as a great place for med school.

It's expensive. They're opening an MD school even though the DO school has a bunch of issues. Very few people in administration are "understanding" or try to help you out. Their excuse is "in the real world this is how it's going to be. We're preparing you for that". Third year is either pass or honors pass. No high pass. Only about 10% of the class gets honors pass. Makes you look terrible on transcripts. Administration is in denial about how important USMLE is vs just taking COMLEX. The positives are it's in a great location, you can make friends with people in the other health graduate schools (dental, pharmacy, etc). 

Overall the school is fine. Big class, administration absolutely sucks. About 25% of the teachers are stellar, and the rest simply suck and shouldn't be teaching (but I'm sure that is common at lower tier schools). Honestly I had a lot of fun first 2 years. Our clinical rotation situation is more or less a shit show with the larger MD schools in the area taking up a lot of great hospitals we should be at. 

NYU has quietly stepped up the financial aid packages they are offering students and there continues to be a drive by Ken Langone to make the school tuition free. I am from CA and was worried at first about coming to a far away place for med ed but NYU has treated me better than I could have hoped. Proud to attend.

They're changing the curriculum to be more group focused with watching lectures on your own then getting into groups and talking about it. If it's organized anything like the practice runs they did with us this past year, it is a huge waste of time for anyone who can read and understand topics on their own or look up things they don't know with any sort of efficiency.

The class is really large (~280 kids), so I had trouble making a core group of friends for the longest time. It definitely took me longer than others to do this. I also feel like I still don't know everyone in my class (I don't even know some peoples' names), but it doesn't bother me much. There are some professors here who aren't the greatest, but they're in the minority and for the most part, the faculty is really amazing and supportive. 

I think sometimes people overlook us because we're "not ranked" in US News and World Report but that's because we intentionally don't submit to that organization.  We'd be solidly in the middle tier of med schools based on NIH funding and graduate placement.

Would not recommend. Administration is incompetent and frequently impossible to contact. Administration has no actual concern for the students. Administration forces us to sit through lectures on the dangers of burnout and depression but is totally uncompromising when these issues actually come up. The Rowan administration embodies the exact mentality that propagates the burnout and depression that they publicly pretend to be concerned about.

Love it here. Definitely a few quirks technology wise (they're finally joining 2017) and administration constantly messes up documents, financial aid, etc, but they're supportive and make you genuinely feel like they want the best for you and to help you succeed 

There's a lot of good here. I've made lifelong friendships at this school and matured in ways that I wouldn't have imagined. I have received a good education and met people who make positive impacts on the world. The one overtly negative thing about Rush is the administration. 

The students are all so supportive. The healthy competition that exists pushes us all to be better, but everyone is willing to help everyone do their best. It helps you if the students around you do well and we recognize that at SLU. Also we work with the underserved a ton so that's a big plus if you're not an asshole.

honestly, if you're middle of the pack and you don't really care about standing out, come here. most of my classmates are really chill, and no one really has dreams of Harvard or whatever. It's half really nice because everyone's supportive and relaxed, but also can be a little hard/demotivating if you're the one trying to gun for something high up. People really value having a life over school,.

My class has been working on getting the administration to offer more full rides to students of color, but that being said, each class is about 270 people and there are at most 10 black students. The administration has been amenable to implementing changes we've suggested, but it definitely took some pushing on our end. 

You have to put up with a lot of shit to get through this school. It's designed so that it will filter out all weak students, survival of the fittest system at its core. you hate it by the time you leave but it molds you into someone who can take a myriad of shit thrown their way and still come out on top. School does a good job of preparing you for Step 1, you meet a lot of people literally from all over the world and by the time you're done with the 2 years you spend on the island (before heading to clinical rotations in the US) you've grown and learned so much. The beach is also great and it's 5 minutes away and you live in summer for 2 years. 

Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i

It's competitive, in a healthy manner but it's also really family oriented and everyone there is so loving and caring for one another. There are cliques here and there but in no way is it as clique-y as high school. We have some fun activities and we are generally a social school. We are big on sports and due to the proximity to the city, go out there often. 



The curriculum is the best part, systems-based with some very good faculty but also a few very bad recurring ones. Rank is calculated by semester and made known to students even though classes are technically "pass/fail/honors". Highly recommend my school. 

1. Temple is very politically inclined and encourages student involvement in politics. That can be good or bad, depending on how obnoxious you find politics in general.   2. Temple's commitment to North Philly is genuine. If you're here, you will be out in some of the poorest/most dangerous areas of Philadelphia for rotations, but that's one of the reasons we came to medical school, right?  3. The admins here actually do seem to care about us. They've been making a big push for mental health awareness for students, both through anonymized conventional psychological therapy and through more artsy means (creative writing classes, photography electives). 

It's run by complete pieces of shit. Our dean holds our MSPE letter hostage over us and everyone is seriously afraid.   We also got blindsided with a change to our rotations putting us 3 hours away. This happened AFTER already signing leases/taking loans. We only have 7 days to figure this out now 

Tulane attracts many different types of students and I think that has its pros and cons for some people. We do get exposed to a lot of the bad parts of medicine because of the city and it's history: underfunded clinics, destitute patient populations, and extreme cultural divides between practitioner and patient. I think this has made me more prepared for whatever I will face as a doctor, but you do have to have the ability to handle seeing these patients and learning from your mistakes.

Preclinical is p/np and unranked. Costs a lot of money to live near the school. Preclinical neuro and cardio are taught very well. Can't imagine better neuro courses. Pulm, immune, and heme are handled horribly. Plenty of time given to study for step 1. Clerkship experiences are very heterogenous, some good, some pretty toxic. Easy to get involved in research. Solid overall placement come match day. Administration is very friendly and attentive to students.

It takes a certain type of learning style to really love TBL, so if you have multiple choices consider what works best for you. Its a lot of work, but you also learn a lot. Plus the price of the school is nice, and if you are out of state you can apply for in state tuition after a year

People who go here are smart but they are also unique and have done cool things before med school. We also have a great match list even though we don't necessarily have the best scores. We have a lot of good residencies so the residents are always super smart. I really have no complaints, people, city, school are all awesome. 

The administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN

The associated hospital has a level 1 trauma center and also is one of the few which has an emergency psychiatric service. Surgery is known to be tough. Population served between multiple hospitals in the area allows for good clinical exposure when working w/various demographics (eg socioeconomic status) and there is also a significantly large refugee population served as well



Yes; the environment is what you make of it. But don't expect hand holding. You'll need to be your own advocate for administrative concerns. That said, the student body has all types: lots of non-trads with families and age 28+, a decent number of "gunners," but plenty of more low key helpful peers who are "salt of the earth" type. Those individuals far outweigh the assholes (of which there are very few). The environment is very friendly/help one another between classmates for the first semester and becomes consistently less friendly and more competitive throughout second year. Probably skews more friendly than competitive, if I had to choose.

Most of the lectures M1 and M2 year are awful--most courses are split up between 8-10 lecturers, at least half of whom have a significant language barrier present and most of whom are just lousy lecturers. That said, for every course there are usually 1-2 lecturers who are really good, but in general I wish I'd just ditched my school's lectures altogether. 

Fees and tuition are the same at every campus, but resources and amenities in Peoria and Rockford are very limited. Several essential admin offices (financial aid, student ombudsperson, etc) are exclusively located in Chicago. Administration extremely dys-/non-functional to the point of serious negative consequences for students: VSAS paperwork delayed or lost, loan disbursements delayed, insurance paperwork not filed, student mistreatment reports handled in ways that exacerbate the problem, etc.

The administration is a mixed bag. They are often sincere in their desire and attempt to help students succeed, but they can be capricious and malicious to students they don't like who haven't done anything wrong.  If you are a straight white male with conservative beliefs, DO NOT ATTEND UNM SOM even as your last resort. You will be constantly denigrated and persecuted and beaten into silence. All the white guys here agree with this in private, and many of the white girls and non-white guys.

I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 

Yes.  Pass/Fail and optional lectures are clutch.  Research is required and heavily emphasized so you should at least tolerate it.  Pittsburgh is a fun city but may not be your thing if you're from a larger, coastal city.  Winter sucks here.  There are tons of opportunities here for research, clinical work, international med, service, etc, but you need to be proactive about finding them.  Student body is overall relaxed but takes their studies seriously.  Also, you will need to make sure you keep an eye on First Aid and Step prep during second year courses-- although most of the "high-yield" stuff gets covered in class, it isn't immediately obvious from class what is and is not important for Step.

I love many things about the school. We do so much with so little resources. New mexico is a great state that needs doctors and greater access to care. Because we see everyone that comes in regardless of insurance and we are the only major trauma center in the state, we see thing that you would usually only see in third world countries. It makes for an incredible learning opportunity

Class vibes change by year (some years definitely more intense than others), but this is probably true of other schools as well. People do form cliques as time goes on, but are still generally nice to you even if your social circles don't intersect. 1.5 year curriculum is very helpful for step 1. Match list is consistently good, and mentorship is great (but you have to go out and find it). Especially strong home program for pediatrics (CHOP), IM, anesthesia, neuro, plastics, derm, rads, rad/onc, CT surgery. Would say that family medicine / primary care is less emphasized.



Knowing how limited your options are simply by attending a school kind of sucks. Had I known it was this much of a big deal I would've tried harder/done better on my MCAT so I could've gone to a more "prestigious school". I mean the whole system sucks but I learned pretty quickly that it doesn't matter what you think of the system because it runs whether you like it or not.

4 years into our new curriculum that emphasizes early patient encounters and accelerated didactics. M3 starts May of de facto 2nd year. Innumerable opportunities for research. About half or more of students from non-traditional backgrounds (i.e. did not transition directly from undergrad).

Great clinical faculty, good support system, and terrific resources for research and investigating subspecializations. Weaker primary care training compared to some other schools  (and no department of family medicine whatsoever), but some classmates do pursue primary care or family medicine. The working at BJC with the St. Louis population is an excellent training ground for seeing a ton of interesting pathology, as well as witnessing healthcare disparities and the attempts to curtail this. Wash U has been putting more resources towards public health education in recent years, so there is ample opportunity if you are interested in that.

If you want a cheap school with name recognition, this is the place to be. It's very high stress if you want to be in the top because the top of the class could have gone to any med school but here due to scholarships. We match tons of nerusurgeons, orthopods, dermatologists, etc. On the other hand, we also have tons of primary care docs. You can easily slide through med school by just passing but if you want to be the best it will be super hard due to the massive class size. The neighbourhood the school is located in is amazing with great food, music, museums, etc.

I don't want to make it sound like extroverts are the only ones who would like my school. The community is UNIQUELY supportive and laidback among medical schools, but you can strike out on your own to nab any clinical or research opportunity at any of our 7+ local clinical sites. We're here for you when you need/want it, but you are free to be your own person. I really think Boonshoft is a gem among medical schools, though we've had some administrative struggles as we change to a new curriculum.

You are probably able to be more independant, and more trusted, than at any other med school in the world. You have time to work on other projects, run a side business, do research, continue to compete in your sport, etc. I wonder if we will be as well prepared for Step 1 and for Residency though because we don't have the fear of god (or grades) pushing us to study more, but everyone matches at top programs in their specialty of choice so it probably isn't an issue.





The administration is full of absolute sweethearts. Since we are ONLY a medical school (with a tiny PA and CRNA program) and not part of a major university, they really take care of us since we are all they have. The deans know your name, say hi and listen. If we ask for reasonable changes to be made, they are either made, or we are given an in-depth reason as to why they can't

If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

The school, the students and the faculty are ultra ultra liberal. Despite being in Texas, most conservatives in my class feel pressured to stay silent or risk being alienated/persecuted at any turn. Lecturers will frequently talk badly about republicans and even allude to republicans as unintelligent and terrible people. I found this to be incredibly inappropriate and it has been pervasive throughout the schooling here. That being said it is still totally doable, just be mindful, be careful and find your niche. Don't let the crazy liberals here scare you away from an otherwise strong educational experience.

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

Class flavour alternates a lot since 4th year interviewers actually hold a lot of sway in class selection; odd numbered grad classes are full of more non-trad-esque folks who really throw themselves into their ECs, even numbered classes are full of younger, more high-octane academics. Trends don't hold true for 100% of class, but these trends are prominent enough that you can see class test averages vacillate on a yearly cycle. 

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt



It has a LOT of kinks in the curriculum. We were forced to remain in classes until 5/15 which is super late for 2nd year of medical school. They have a hard time understanding that as first and second year medical students we need to be prepared for boards, and not "what did this PP slide say about disease prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa" (literally a TQ. That being said, for a new school they are doing fantastic. It is has a heavy Christian (and unfortunately political) influence, but I have a lot of friends who are not very into faiths at all and they fit in just fine. Overall it's going to be a top competitor in 10 years

The lifestyle agreement really isn't bad! Just don't be stupid about drinking/other things and show it off. I know quite a bit of people who drink under contract anyway and they're just smart about it. Also, the religious aspect is also not too bad--just show up to Chapel. A good portion of students from other schools at Loma (dentistry, PT, etc) will just bust out their notes and study during Chapel. No one really cares, unless you're hanging out with a group that is religious and would judge you about that. 

At first, being not very "Christian" I thought I'd have a hard time making friends or wouldn't like that enviroment. Tbh most of my fears were pretty much mitigated as soon as school started. People here are pretty normal, friendly, and very very nice! occasionally you get a gunner or two which is typical but I think the overal student body and faculty have been good to me. The research dept. is getting better year by year so thats good; they helped me get a pub or two so that was nice. I'm really glad I went to this school. I appreciate the education they've given me and I'm overall pretty happy I went to this school.

The professors can be a mixed bag from inspiring, great teachers to mediocre. All lectures are recorded and notes are available so this wasn't a huge deal for someone like me who prefers to study alone instead of attending class (which isn't mandatory). The culture of the school and city is social and fun-loving. Class beach/ski trip, bars rented out for the class after every test block, class formal events, no lectures for Mardi Gras. You will work hard here but also very much enjoy your time in New Orleans.

The administration is a dinosaur. The majority of planning for fourth year is never explicitly detailed, and the students figure the majority of it out on their own. Much of this involves gathering information from peers and students in the class above. There are some great professors, but for the most part the lecturers are not clinicians and are not effective. Clinical education in third and fourth year is the school's strong suit.

I'm very happy here, the student orgs are super active and effective. Admin is awesome about accommodating and supporting extracurricular things, but the curriculum folks aren't too receptive on feedback. All lectures are live-streamed and recorded, which has been AMAZING. They are also very active in testing out different platforms for things, like Osmosis right now.

Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.



It's expensive. They're opening an MD school even though the DO school has a bunch of issues. Very few people in administration are "understanding" or try to help you out. Their excuse is "in the real world this is how it's going to be. We're preparing you for that". Third year is either pass or honors pass. No high pass. Only about 10% of the class gets honors pass. Makes you look terrible on transcripts. Administration is in denial about how important USMLE is vs just taking COMLEX. The positives are it's in a great location, you can make friends with people in the other health graduate schools (dental, pharmacy, etc). 

Overall the school is fine. Big class, administration absolutely sucks. About 25% of the teachers are stellar, and the rest simply suck and shouldn't be teaching (but I'm sure that is common at lower tier schools). Honestly I had a lot of fun first 2 years. Our clinical rotation situation is more or less a shit show with the larger MD schools in the area taking up a lot of great hospitals we should be at. 

The class is really large (~280 kids), so I had trouble making a core group of friends for the longest time. It definitely took me longer than others to do this. I also feel like I still don't know everyone in my class (I don't even know some peoples' names), but it doesn't bother me much. There are some professors here who aren't the greatest, but they're in the minority and for the most part, the faculty is really amazing and supportive. 

Would not recommend. Administration is incompetent and frequently impossible to contact. Administration has no actual concern for the students. Administration forces us to sit through lectures on the dangers of burnout and depression but is totally uncompromising when these issues actually come up. The Rowan administration embodies the exact mentality that propagates the burnout and depression that they publicly pretend to be concerned about.

honestly, if you're middle of the pack and you don't really care about standing out, come here. most of my classmates are really chill, and no one really has dreams of Harvard or whatever. It's half really nice because everyone's supportive and relaxed, but also can be a little hard/demotivating if you're the one trying to gun for something high up. People really value having a life over school,.

You have to put up with a lot of shit to get through this school. It's designed so that it will filter out all weak students, survival of the fittest system at its core. you hate it by the time you leave but it molds you into someone who can take a myriad of shit thrown their way and still come out on top. School does a good job of preparing you for Step 1, you meet a lot of people literally from all over the world and by the time you're done with the 2 years you spend on the island (before heading to clinical rotations in the US) you've grown and learned so much. The beach is also great and it's 5 minutes away and you live in summer for 2 years. 

Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i



1. Temple is very politically inclined and encourages student involvement in politics. That can be good or bad, depending on how obnoxious you find politics in general.   2. Temple's commitment to North Philly is genuine. If you're here, you will be out in some of the poorest/most dangerous areas of Philadelphia for rotations, but that's one of the reasons we came to medical school, right?  3. The admins here actually do seem to care about us. They've been making a big push for mental health awareness for students, both through anonymized conventional psychological therapy and through more artsy means (creative writing classes, photography electives). 

Tulane attracts many different types of students and I think that has its pros and cons for some people. We do get exposed to a lot of the bad parts of medicine because of the city and it's history: underfunded clinics, destitute patient populations, and extreme cultural divides between practitioner and patient. I think this has made me more prepared for whatever I will face as a doctor, but you do have to have the ability to handle seeing these patients and learning from your mistakes.

Preclinical is p/np and unranked. Costs a lot of money to live near the school. Preclinical neuro and cardio are taught very well. Can't imagine better neuro courses. Pulm, immune, and heme are handled horribly. Plenty of time given to study for step 1. Clerkship experiences are very heterogenous, some good, some pretty toxic. Easy to get involved in research. Solid overall placement come match day. Administration is very friendly and attentive to students.

The administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN

The associated hospital has a level 1 trauma center and also is one of the few which has an emergency psychiatric service. Surgery is known to be tough. Population served between multiple hospitals in the area allows for good clinical exposure when working w/various demographics (eg socioeconomic status) and there is also a significantly large refugee population served as well



Yes; the environment is what you make of it. But don't expect hand holding. You'll need to be your own advocate for administrative concerns. That said, the student body has all types: lots of non-trads with families and age 28+, a decent number of "gunners," but plenty of more low key helpful peers who are "salt of the earth" type. Those individuals far outweigh the assholes (of which there are very few). The environment is very friendly/help one another between classmates for the first semester and becomes consistently less friendly and more competitive throughout second year. Probably skews more friendly than competitive, if I had to choose.

Fees and tuition are the same at every campus, but resources and amenities in Peoria and Rockford are very limited. Several essential admin offices (financial aid, student ombudsperson, etc) are exclusively located in Chicago. Administration extremely dys-/non-functional to the point of serious negative consequences for students: VSAS paperwork delayed or lost, loan disbursements delayed, insurance paperwork not filed, student mistreatment reports handled in ways that exacerbate the problem, etc.

The administration is a mixed bag. They are often sincere in their desire and attempt to help students succeed, but they can be capricious and malicious to students they don't like who haven't done anything wrong.  If you are a straight white male with conservative beliefs, DO NOT ATTEND UNM SOM even as your last resort. You will be constantly denigrated and persecuted and beaten into silence. All the white guys here agree with this in private, and many of the white girls and non-white guys.

I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 

Yes.  Pass/Fail and optional lectures are clutch.  Research is required and heavily emphasized so you should at least tolerate it.  Pittsburgh is a fun city but may not be your thing if you're from a larger, coastal city.  Winter sucks here.  There are tons of opportunities here for research, clinical work, international med, service, etc, but you need to be proactive about finding them.  Student body is overall relaxed but takes their studies seriously.  Also, you will need to make sure you keep an eye on First Aid and Step prep during second year courses-- although most of the "high-yield" stuff gets covered in class, it isn't immediately obvious from class what is and is not important for Step.

I love many things about the school. We do so much with so little resources. New mexico is a great state that needs doctors and greater access to care. Because we see everyone that comes in regardless of insurance and we are the only major trauma center in the state, we see thing that you would usually only see in third world countries. It makes for an incredible learning opportunity

Class vibes change by year (some years definitely more intense than others), but this is probably true of other schools as well. People do form cliques as time goes on, but are still generally nice to you even if your social circles don't intersect. 1.5 year curriculum is very helpful for step 1. Match list is consistently good, and mentorship is great (but you have to go out and find it). Especially strong home program for pediatrics (CHOP), IM, anesthesia, neuro, plastics, derm, rads, rad/onc, CT surgery. Would say that family medicine / primary care is less emphasized.



Knowing how limited your options are simply by attending a school kind of sucks. Had I known it was this much of a big deal I would've tried harder/done better on my MCAT so I could've gone to a more "prestigious school". I mean the whole system sucks but I learned pretty quickly that it doesn't matter what you think of the system because it runs whether you like it or not.

Great clinical faculty, good support system, and terrific resources for research and investigating subspecializations. Weaker primary care training compared to some other schools  (and no department of family medicine whatsoever), but some classmates do pursue primary care or family medicine. The working at BJC with the St. Louis population is an excellent training ground for seeing a ton of interesting pathology, as well as witnessing healthcare disparities and the attempts to curtail this. Wash U has been putting more resources towards public health education in recent years, so there is ample opportunity if you are interested in that.

If you want a cheap school with name recognition, this is the place to be. It's very high stress if you want to be in the top because the top of the class could have gone to any med school but here due to scholarships. We match tons of nerusurgeons, orthopods, dermatologists, etc. On the other hand, we also have tons of primary care docs. You can easily slide through med school by just passing but if you want to be the best it will be super hard due to the massive class size. The neighbourhood the school is located in is amazing with great food, music, museums, etc.

I don't want to make it sound like extroverts are the only ones who would like my school. The community is UNIQUELY supportive and laidback among medical schools, but you can strike out on your own to nab any clinical or research opportunity at any of our 7+ local clinical sites. We're here for you when you need/want it, but you are free to be your own person. I really think Boonshoft is a gem among medical schools, though we've had some administrative struggles as we change to a new curriculum.

You are probably able to be more independant, and more trusted, than at any other med school in the world. You have time to work on other projects, run a side business, do research, continue to compete in your sport, etc. I wonder if we will be as well prepared for Step 1 and for Residency though because we don't have the fear of god (or grades) pushing us to study more, but everyone matches at top programs in their specialty of choice so it probably isn't an issue.





If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

The school, the students and the faculty are ultra ultra liberal. Despite being in Texas, most conservatives in my class feel pressured to stay silent or risk being alienated/persecuted at any turn. Lecturers will frequently talk badly about republicans and even allude to republicans as unintelligent and terrible people. I found this to be incredibly inappropriate and it has been pervasive throughout the schooling here. That being said it is still totally doable, just be mindful, be careful and find your niche. Don't let the crazy liberals here scare you away from an otherwise strong educational experience.

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt



It has a LOT of kinks in the curriculum. We were forced to remain in classes until 5/15 which is super late for 2nd year of medical school. They have a hard time understanding that as first and second year medical students we need to be prepared for boards, and not "what did this PP slide say about disease prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa" (literally a TQ. That being said, for a new school they are doing fantastic. It is has a heavy Christian (and unfortunately political) influence, but I have a lot of friends who are not very into faiths at all and they fit in just fine. Overall it's going to be a top competitor in 10 years

The lifestyle agreement really isn't bad! Just don't be stupid about drinking/other things and show it off. I know quite a bit of people who drink under contract anyway and they're just smart about it. Also, the religious aspect is also not too bad--just show up to Chapel. A good portion of students from other schools at Loma (dentistry, PT, etc) will just bust out their notes and study during Chapel. No one really cares, unless you're hanging out with a group that is religious and would judge you about that. 

At first, being not very "Christian" I thought I'd have a hard time making friends or wouldn't like that enviroment. Tbh most of my fears were pretty much mitigated as soon as school started. People here are pretty normal, friendly, and very very nice! occasionally you get a gunner or two which is typical but I think the overal student body and faculty have been good to me. The research dept. is getting better year by year so thats good; they helped me get a pub or two so that was nice. I'm really glad I went to this school. I appreciate the education they've given me and I'm overall pretty happy I went to this school.

The professors can be a mixed bag from inspiring, great teachers to mediocre. All lectures are recorded and notes are available so this wasn't a huge deal for someone like me who prefers to study alone instead of attending class (which isn't mandatory). The culture of the school and city is social and fun-loving. Class beach/ski trip, bars rented out for the class after every test block, class formal events, no lectures for Mardi Gras. You will work hard here but also very much enjoy your time in New Orleans.

Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.



It's expensive. They're opening an MD school even though the DO school has a bunch of issues. Very few people in administration are "understanding" or try to help you out. Their excuse is "in the real world this is how it's going to be. We're preparing you for that". Third year is either pass or honors pass. No high pass. Only about 10% of the class gets honors pass. Makes you look terrible on transcripts. Administration is in denial about how important USMLE is vs just taking COMLEX. The positives are it's in a great location, you can make friends with people in the other health graduate schools (dental, pharmacy, etc). 

You have to put up with a lot of shit to get through this school. It's designed so that it will filter out all weak students, survival of the fittest system at its core. you hate it by the time you leave but it molds you into someone who can take a myriad of shit thrown their way and still come out on top. School does a good job of preparing you for Step 1, you meet a lot of people literally from all over the world and by the time you're done with the 2 years you spend on the island (before heading to clinical rotations in the US) you've grown and learned so much. The beach is also great and it's 5 minutes away and you live in summer for 2 years. 

Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i



1. Temple is very politically inclined and encourages student involvement in politics. That can be good or bad, depending on how obnoxious you find politics in general.   2. Temple's commitment to North Philly is genuine. If you're here, you will be out in some of the poorest/most dangerous areas of Philadelphia for rotations, but that's one of the reasons we came to medical school, right?  3. The admins here actually do seem to care about us. They've been making a big push for mental health awareness for students, both through anonymized conventional psychological therapy and through more artsy means (creative writing classes, photography electives). 

Tulane attracts many different types of students and I think that has its pros and cons for some people. We do get exposed to a lot of the bad parts of medicine because of the city and it's history: underfunded clinics, destitute patient populations, and extreme cultural divides between practitioner and patient. I think this has made me more prepared for whatever I will face as a doctor, but you do have to have the ability to handle seeing these patients and learning from your mistakes.

The administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN



Yes; the environment is what you make of it. But don't expect hand holding. You'll need to be your own advocate for administrative concerns. That said, the student body has all types: lots of non-trads with families and age 28+, a decent number of "gunners," but plenty of more low key helpful peers who are "salt of the earth" type. Those individuals far outweigh the assholes (of which there are very few). The environment is very friendly/help one another between classmates for the first semester and becomes consistently less friendly and more competitive throughout second year. Probably skews more friendly than competitive, if I had to choose.

Fees and tuition are the same at every campus, but resources and amenities in Peoria and Rockford are very limited. Several essential admin offices (financial aid, student ombudsperson, etc) are exclusively located in Chicago. Administration extremely dys-/non-functional to the point of serious negative consequences for students: VSAS paperwork delayed or lost, loan disbursements delayed, insurance paperwork not filed, student mistreatment reports handled in ways that exacerbate the problem, etc.

The administration is a mixed bag. They are often sincere in their desire and attempt to help students succeed, but they can be capricious and malicious to students they don't like who haven't done anything wrong.  If you are a straight white male with conservative beliefs, DO NOT ATTEND UNM SOM even as your last resort. You will be constantly denigrated and persecuted and beaten into silence. All the white guys here agree with this in private, and many of the white girls and non-white guys.

I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 

Yes.  Pass/Fail and optional lectures are clutch.  Research is required and heavily emphasized so you should at least tolerate it.  Pittsburgh is a fun city but may not be your thing if you're from a larger, coastal city.  Winter sucks here.  There are tons of opportunities here for research, clinical work, international med, service, etc, but you need to be proactive about finding them.  Student body is overall relaxed but takes their studies seriously.  Also, you will need to make sure you keep an eye on First Aid and Step prep during second year courses-- although most of the "high-yield" stuff gets covered in class, it isn't immediately obvious from class what is and is not important for Step.

Class vibes change by year (some years definitely more intense than others), but this is probably true of other schools as well. People do form cliques as time goes on, but are still generally nice to you even if your social circles don't intersect. 1.5 year curriculum is very helpful for step 1. Match list is consistently good, and mentorship is great (but you have to go out and find it). Especially strong home program for pediatrics (CHOP), IM, anesthesia, neuro, plastics, derm, rads, rad/onc, CT surgery. Would say that family medicine / primary care is less emphasized.



Great clinical faculty, good support system, and terrific resources for research and investigating subspecializations. Weaker primary care training compared to some other schools  (and no department of family medicine whatsoever), but some classmates do pursue primary care or family medicine. The working at BJC with the St. Louis population is an excellent training ground for seeing a ton of interesting pathology, as well as witnessing healthcare disparities and the attempts to curtail this. Wash U has been putting more resources towards public health education in recent years, so there is ample opportunity if you are interested in that.

If you want a cheap school with name recognition, this is the place to be. It's very high stress if you want to be in the top because the top of the class could have gone to any med school but here due to scholarships. We match tons of nerusurgeons, orthopods, dermatologists, etc. On the other hand, we also have tons of primary care docs. You can easily slide through med school by just passing but if you want to be the best it will be super hard due to the massive class size. The neighbourhood the school is located in is amazing with great food, music, museums, etc.

I don't want to make it sound like extroverts are the only ones who would like my school. The community is UNIQUELY supportive and laidback among medical schools, but you can strike out on your own to nab any clinical or research opportunity at any of our 7+ local clinical sites. We're here for you when you need/want it, but you are free to be your own person. I really think Boonshoft is a gem among medical schools, though we've had some administrative struggles as we change to a new curriculum.





If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

The school, the students and the faculty are ultra ultra liberal. Despite being in Texas, most conservatives in my class feel pressured to stay silent or risk being alienated/persecuted at any turn. Lecturers will frequently talk badly about republicans and even allude to republicans as unintelligent and terrible people. I found this to be incredibly inappropriate and it has been pervasive throughout the schooling here. That being said it is still totally doable, just be mindful, be careful and find your niche. Don't let the crazy liberals here scare you away from an otherwise strong educational experience.

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt



It has a LOT of kinks in the curriculum. We were forced to remain in classes until 5/15 which is super late for 2nd year of medical school. They have a hard time understanding that as first and second year medical students we need to be prepared for boards, and not "what did this PP slide say about disease prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa" (literally a TQ. That being said, for a new school they are doing fantastic. It is has a heavy Christian (and unfortunately political) influence, but I have a lot of friends who are not very into faiths at all and they fit in just fine. Overall it's going to be a top competitor in 10 years

At first, being not very "Christian" I thought I'd have a hard time making friends or wouldn't like that enviroment. Tbh most of my fears were pretty much mitigated as soon as school started. People here are pretty normal, friendly, and very very nice! occasionally you get a gunner or two which is typical but I think the overal student body and faculty have been good to me. The research dept. is getting better year by year so thats good; they helped me get a pub or two so that was nice. I'm really glad I went to this school. I appreciate the education they've given me and I'm overall pretty happy I went to this school.

Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.



It's expensive. They're opening an MD school even though the DO school has a bunch of issues. Very few people in administration are "understanding" or try to help you out. Their excuse is "in the real world this is how it's going to be. We're preparing you for that". Third year is either pass or honors pass. No high pass. Only about 10% of the class gets honors pass. Makes you look terrible on transcripts. Administration is in denial about how important USMLE is vs just taking COMLEX. The positives are it's in a great location, you can make friends with people in the other health graduate schools (dental, pharmacy, etc). 

You have to put up with a lot of shit to get through this school. It's designed so that it will filter out all weak students, survival of the fittest system at its core. you hate it by the time you leave but it molds you into someone who can take a myriad of shit thrown their way and still come out on top. School does a good job of preparing you for Step 1, you meet a lot of people literally from all over the world and by the time you're done with the 2 years you spend on the island (before heading to clinical rotations in the US) you've grown and learned so much. The beach is also great and it's 5 minutes away and you live in summer for 2 years. 

Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i



1. Temple is very politically inclined and encourages student involvement in politics. That can be good or bad, depending on how obnoxious you find politics in general.   2. Temple's commitment to North Philly is genuine. If you're here, you will be out in some of the poorest/most dangerous areas of Philadelphia for rotations, but that's one of the reasons we came to medical school, right?  3. The admins here actually do seem to care about us. They've been making a big push for mental health awareness for students, both through anonymized conventional psychological therapy and through more artsy means (creative writing classes, photography electives). 

The administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN



Yes; the environment is what you make of it. But don't expect hand holding. You'll need to be your own advocate for administrative concerns. That said, the student body has all types: lots of non-trads with families and age 28+, a decent number of "gunners," but plenty of more low key helpful peers who are "salt of the earth" type. Those individuals far outweigh the assholes (of which there are very few). The environment is very friendly/help one another between classmates for the first semester and becomes consistently less friendly and more competitive throughout second year. Probably skews more friendly than competitive, if I had to choose.

I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 

Yes.  Pass/Fail and optional lectures are clutch.  Research is required and heavily emphasized so you should at least tolerate it.  Pittsburgh is a fun city but may not be your thing if you're from a larger, coastal city.  Winter sucks here.  There are tons of opportunities here for research, clinical work, international med, service, etc, but you need to be proactive about finding them.  Student body is overall relaxed but takes their studies seriously.  Also, you will need to make sure you keep an eye on First Aid and Step prep during second year courses-- although most of the "high-yield" stuff gets covered in class, it isn't immediately obvious from class what is and is not important for Step.



Great clinical faculty, good support system, and terrific resources for research and investigating subspecializations. Weaker primary care training compared to some other schools  (and no department of family medicine whatsoever), but some classmates do pursue primary care or family medicine. The working at BJC with the St. Louis population is an excellent training ground for seeing a ton of interesting pathology, as well as witnessing healthcare disparities and the attempts to curtail this. Wash U has been putting more resources towards public health education in recent years, so there is ample opportunity if you are interested in that.





If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt



Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.



Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i



The administration is beyond useless. They sell the school hard and tell you its a leader in x, y and z. Its all bullshit. "We are leaders in incorporating TBL into the curriculum" - total BS, we are average at rate of incorporation probably and its the worst fucking part of medical school. Literally at least 90% of students are frustrated at the end of every TBL because its poorly run, doesnt relate to topics learned in class. All classes are taught out of sequence (i.e cardio path in november, cardio pharm in september). Tuition is high, scholarships are low, most classes taught by PhDs with no clinical knowledge/experience. Facilities are mediocre, dirty, roaches in our student lounge are exterminated once a semester. Incompetence is at an all time high. WOULD NOT COME HERE IF I HAD KNOWN



I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 







If you're at the point where you can't get into MD or DO schools, but you're dead set on being a doctor, the Caribbean provides the chance to gamble on yourself and make the most of the opportunities they provide. But you must be OK with that going in. Of the Caribbean schools, I would only choose St. George, Ross, and AUC. AUC has the least "3rd world country" vibe out of those 3. St. George is the most well respected and will give you the highest chance of matching. AUC has the best quality of life. Plus, AUC & Ross give you the opportunity to do 3rd/4th year rotations in England (which I did, and highly recommend). Bottom line, do your research. Now what you're getting yourself into. Be honest with yourself. You're ONLY considering these schools because you CANNOT get in anywhere else. 

Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know



FAU is amazing.  True pass fail first 2 years Tests are just Step 1 questions, which means you can ignore lecture and just study for Step Responsive administration Tiny class size (64) Great match lists Step 1 above national average Rising national profile Best weather outside of Call Nurturing environment  Not much name recognition, though. You'll have to grind more to match well than you would with Harvard next to your name. PBL kinda sucks, it's 3 days a week. Third year has integrated clerkships which are nice if you are lazy and want weeks off but suck if you love grinding 10 hours a day in inpatient for a year. The undergrad program is not very good.  Overall out of state tuition probably isn't worth it but if I had to do it again as a Florida resident I would choose FAU over even UF

My class was victimized by an absolute asshole of a Dean who ended up getting fired last year, so my advice may or may not be accurate for the current state of affairs, as I've been told by the classes below me that things have marginally improved since he was forced out.  But while I was an MS1/2 things sucked, morale was low, mental health issues within the class were rampant and the administration provided zero margin for error and did nothing to help improve the lives of the students they were supposedly trying to help.  Frankly I kind of think its a miracle we all got out of MS1/2 years without any suicides.  Generally my peers were actually really great, and while competitive - the atmosphere was not malicious, but the administration did everything within their power to make it absolute Hell for us (enough so that MS3 felt like a breath of fresh air).  There are still several individuals in the current administration that the old Dean brought in with him that IMO need to be canned ASAP.

Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt



Ridiculously expensive, administration does not care about you, very little help with regards to board studying, giving shitty advice, and telling people not to take USMLE because our school's average is absurdly low. There's a lot of MD bashing especially from the OMM department, national leaders in osteopathic medicine (i.e. the AOA president) have come to give lunch talks to us and even they stoop low to make fun of MDs during their presentations, completely unprofessional. Biochemistry is a joke here and doesn't prepare you for USMLE whatsoever, the same could be said about pathology, pharmacology, and many more. Alas, it is a good DO school, but this is the price you pay for a subpar education when you can't get into an MD school. If you hustle hard and you listen to upperclassmen you can succeed here but do not expect any help from the faculty or administration, they do not give a shit about you.



Honestly, with the 1.5 preclinical curriculum and the way classes are set up, I really don't like the curriculum because I feel like my learning was sacrificed for the sake of "efficiency" in our curriculum. Students are really stressed out all the time and first year was NOT relaxing at all. Cardio/pulm/renal course is too short - it's around 8-10 weeks and it's too fast and too much. Mandatory TBL sessions often feel like an excuse to get grades in certain courses, and not really to "learn" from - some TBL sessions are done better in certain courses like Cardio/Pulm/Renal. The school just implemented a new policy where Step 1 is now taken after 3rd year starting with the class of 2020, while the new 1.5 preclinical curriculum was JUST implemented for the class of 2018 officially. (2018 class was the first class to experience the 1.5 preclinical curriculum, and it was kind of a mess). The school made the 2018 class take Step 1 immediately after the 1.5 pre-clinical curriculum and had a bimodal distribution i





I've heard it may be just my class, but holy shit is my class clique-y. I was originally up for doing class-wide activities like happy hour or game night, but I seriously do not enjoy hanging out with the majority of my class. I didn't end up attending our end-of-the-year MS1 BBQ. I have a handful of good friends in my class, but I've learned they are all I need to hang out with -- because while everyone in my class is brilliant, will be leaders in their field, make awesome decisions for their patients, and will do great things with their life, the same people can be absolute toxic pieces of shit that I would not be friends with (and at most, be acquaintances). Before coming here, I've always been the type to easily make friends with people and was open to all, but there are people here with too strong personalities that can get in the way of that. 

Also to add (I just submitted a response a minute ago), I really do love my school and recommended it to anyone -- I can't underscore enough the amount of opportunities offered/doors that open by coming here. I truly feel as long as I work just as hard as I've always done in my life, coming from Penn (even if you're just "average" here), I will have no problems with going where I want to go. I couldn't have said that for my undergrad's med school. But coming from Penn adds a huge advantage at the end of the day (with the caveat that you still work hard). It's just that I was venting some of the frustrating things being here, and idk if that would be at all schools (I'm sure I'd always find some annoyance no matter what school I went to). Overall, I am very glad I chose to come here than to other peer institutions. 







Overall good. Des Moines is a great place to live. If you can't find things to do, you're boring or lazy. They tend to recruit well for the student body - about as academically strong as an average MD school and much more chill in tone. Still, should probably go to non-new USMD school or if another non-new DO school offers a ton of scholarship money. Definitely go here instead of a new school or non-US aka Carib regardless of overall cost. Definitely go here if you place a lot of value on being happy during medical school.  As for matching for residency, being DO makes it harder. Most everyone got the specialty they wanted, don't think that's too different from a USMD school. The difference is maybe not in the location they wanted. Not a problem if you want medium-competitive specialties like rads/anes/EM. On the other hand, the ones that got high-competitive specialties like Ortho/ENT had 250-260s on Step 1; it's not as if they wouldn't have been competitive at a USMD school. It's the place to be if you know
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Students here are pretty happy, of my 6 or so good friends none have ever seemed depressed. Stressed out sure, but we take care of each other. We get drinks every weekend and make it to music festivals when we're lucky. It gets cliquey after MS1, but come MS3 I met lots of new people and we melded friend groups together.  Curriculum office is obnoxious (e.g. exam schedules are distributed last minute). Preclinical years are pass/fail and webcast, plus ~3 hours/week of required small group sessions (usually ethics discussions) and 4 hours/week at the hospital. Research project is required but the requirements are easy. I had 4 weeks dedicated plus 6 weeks of half dedicated (required class 4 hours Mon-Th), and then took 3 weeks of vacation. Things are changing, they added ~2 more weeks of dedicated this year.  As MS3s we get a lot of autonomy at County and I never shadowed. There was always work to do or I would study on my laptop. We only have core clerkships MS3 so if you're interested in a different specialt
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